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LAW OFFICES 

COTCHETT, PITRE & 

MCCARTHY, LLP 

I, BRIAN DANITZ, declare as follows: 

1. I am a partner with the law firm of Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP, counsel of 

record for Plaintiffs William Bain, Doreen A. Gleason, Hillery Jaffe-Urell, and Barry Shulman in 

the above-captioned case, filed on behalf of Sanovas, Inc. (the “Company”) and its shareholders.  I 

submit this supplemental declaration in support of Plaintiffs’ Reply to Motion for Final Approval 

of Settlement and Entry of Final Judgment and Plaintiffs’ Motion for Award of Attorneys’ Fees 

and Expenses.  I have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein and, if called upon, I could 

and would competently testify thereto. 

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the letter sent by Michael 

Tribble re Sanovas Settlement, dated July 20, 2021. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the rescission letter sent 

by Susan Bosnich, dated July 15, 2021. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Voting Trust 

Agreement, dated June 16, 2021. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the Letter of Support 

from Kevin Albanese Re: Bain, et al. v. Gerrans, et al., dated July 15, 2021. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the e-mail from Jane 

Clark to Bill Bain re Sanovas, dated July 12, 2021. 

7. On July 2, 2021, this Court issued its Order Preliminarily Approving the 

Settlement.  That same day, Katzman issued his first statement concerning the Settlement. 

8. On July 5, 2021, Katzman emailed his second statement on the Settlement with a 

link to nine-minute podcast.  The emailed statement and podcast incorrectly describe the objection 

process as a vote. 

9. On July 6, 2021, Katzman published “Follow-up Part 3,” which included a link to a 

fourteen-minute podcast.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, 

is attached hereto as Exhibit 12.  The podcast falsely stated that “Some of the documents will 

show that the information that was given to the judge is not complete, and it’s inaccurate.” 

(7/26/21 Podcast at 07m47s). 
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LAW OFFICES 

COTCHETT, PITRE & 

MCCARTHY, LLP 

10. On July 7, 2021, Katzman published “Part 4” of his series including a link to a six-

minute podcast, which contained similar misstatements and repeated reminders for all shareholders 

to object to the Settlement.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, 

is attached hereto as Exhibit 13.   

11. On Thursday, July 8, 2021, Plaintiffs filed an Ex Parte Application for Hearing 

noticed for Monday, July 12, seeking an order requiring Katzman to cease and desist from making 

false and confusing statements regarding the Settlement and for the Company to issue a 

corrective statement to address the misstatements made by Katzman up to that point.   

12. That same day, Katzman published “Part 5” of his series again urging shareholders 

to object to the Settlement.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, 

is attached hereto as Exhibit 15. 

13. On July 9, 2021, Katzman published “Part 6” of his series a seven-minute podcast.  

A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 16.  That day, Plaintiffs duly sent out the Court-ordered Notice to shareholders. 

14. On July 10, 2021, Katzman started sending all Sanovas shareholders DocuSign 

objection forms and published “Part 7” of his series including a link to a 15-minute video.  A true 

and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, is attached hereto as Exhibit 17.  

15. On July 12, 2021, Katzman published “Part 8” of his series as a three-minute 

podcast to Sanovas shareholders, stating, “You need to, you need to object, because we don’t want 

this happening in the first place. I don’t think it should happen, and we’ve gone through all the 

reasons why.”  A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, is attached 

hereto as Exhibit 18. 

16. On July 12, 2021, at the hearing on Plaintiffs’ ex parte application filed on July 8, 

the Company stipulated that Katzman must stop issuing false and misleading statements and that 

the Company would issue a corrective statement.  The parties submitted a Stipulated which the 

Court entered that same day.  However, the Company never issued the required corrective 

statement.  A true and correct copy of the Order After Ex Parte Hearing is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 14. 
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17. On July 13, 2021, Katzman published “Part 9,” which did not contain any 

corrective statement.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 19.   

18. That same day, Plaintiffs’ counsel emailed counsel for Sanovas, Nicholas Larson 

and James Lassart, notifying them that Katzman’s actions ignored the requirements of the 

Stipulated Order and that the Company was placing other impediments to providing Shareholders 

with the Court-Ordered Notice of Settlement.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail is attached 

hereto as Exhibit 20.  

19. On July 13, 2021, Plaintiffs’ counsel also noted that the Company had disabled the 

link to the Notice of Settlement.  Instead of going to the Notice, the link simply returned the user to 

the Sanovas homepage; making it impossible to read the Court-ordered Notice.  The Company did 

not respond when asked how long the link had been disabled.  True and correct copies of the 

Sanovas homepage with the disabled link, and the Sanovas webpage that clicking on the link 

directed users to—which is substantially identical to the home page and does not include the 

Notice—is attached hereto as Exhibit 21.   

20. On July 14, 2021, Katzman published “Part 10” including a three-minute podcast.  

A true and correct copy of the e-mail, and the transcript of the podcast, is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 22. 

21. On July 15, 2021, Plaintiffs’ counsel again emailed defense counsel to inform them 

that their client had not complied with the Stipulation.  A true and correct copy of the e-mail is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 23.  Specifically noting that “[T]he Company has not complied with 

this order.  Plaintiffs demand that the Company issue the statement immediately.  If the Company 

persists in ignoring the Court’s order, we will be forced to seek further relief from the Court and 

will seek sanctions.”  Plaintiffs’ counsel reiterated: 
With respect, the order is not a corrective statement by the Company.  It is an 
order.  The issue is further muddled by Katzman’s spin which continues to 
obfuscate and confuse.   I have never seen such a mockery of a court-ordered 
process as is taking place in this case.  [¶] Please confirm that the Company will 
issue a straight forward statement per the court order. 

Neither the Company nor defense counsel respond to the request. 
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July 15, 2021 
 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
This is regarding to the recent Docusign sent by Sanovas regarding the  
L.Gerrans case.     
I originally signed the document, but I have changed my mind and am rescinding my 
objection.    I DO NOT OBJECT. 
 
Consider this formal notification and disregard the docusign submitted to Sanovos. 
 
Susan Bosnich 
380 Vallejo Drive #127 
Millbrae, CA. 94030 
650.219.9474 
 
Attached is a copy of the Docusign.   



DocuSign Envelope ID: 584CBE51-A5A1-414E-B774-ADAE1D42F7CB  

BAIN, ET AL. V. GERRANS, ET AL., CASE NO. CIV1802981 (MARIN SUPER.)).  

Plaintiffs’ Counsel 
c/o Sanovas Derivative Action Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy 840 Malcolm Road, Suite 200 
Burlingame, California 94010  

FORMAL OBJECTION TO PROPOSED PREMILINARY APPROVED 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND THE FEE APPLICATION: BAIN, ET AL. V. 
GERRANS, ET AL., CASE  

NO. CIV1802981 (MARIN SUPER.)). 
DEAR HONORABLE ANDREW E. SWEET JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT,  

I ____Susan Bosnich________________________ would like to formally object to the 
proposed preliminary approved settlement agreement: BAIN, ET AL. V. GERRANS, ET 
AL., CASE NO. CIV1802981 (MARIN SUPER.)).  

Please refer to attached schedule for my complete holdings list. By: 
________________________________  

Susan Bosnich  

Name: _____________________________  

Susan Bosnich  

Date: ______________________________  

7/13/2021  

I respectfully object to the proposed preliminary approved settlement agreement for the  

following reasons:  

I believe The Proxy Trust is confusing, raises many additional questions, and lacks details important to such a decision 

- who is the trustee? 

I believe the proxy algorithm (the methodology used by the Trustee(s) to administer the distribution of the votes) is not 

adequately defined and confusing.  

I believe the proxy provided by Larry Gerrans was not verified or audited and nonetheless it is being used as the basis 

of this agreement and does not reflect the actual proxy currently in effect.  

DocuSign Envelope ID: 584CBE51-A5A1-414E-B774-ADAE1D42F7CB  

I highly object! I am a teacher and invested the majority of my saving/retirement with L.Gerrans assured it was a very 

safe investment and will benefit me in retirement greatly.  



I ____Susan Bosnich________________________ would like to formally object to the 
proposed preliminary approved Fee Application: BAIN, ET AL. V. GERRANS, ET AL., 
CASE NO. CIV1802981 (MARIN SUPER.)).  

Please refer to attached schedule for my complete holdings list. By: 
________________________________  

Susan Bosnich  

Name: _____________________________  

Susan Bosnich  

Date: ______________________________  

7/13/2021  

Certificate numbers:  

PA1-550 

PA1-220 

PA1-224      PA1-232     PA1-217  
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VOTING TRUST AGREEMENT 

This VOTING TRUST AGREEMENT (this “Agreement”), dated as of June 16, 2021, is 
entered into by and among Doreen Gleason, Harold Sherley and William Bain (each, a “Trust 
Founder” and collectively, the “Trust Founders”). 

WHEREAS, pursuant to the terms of the Settlement Agreement reached in Case No. 
CIV1802981 (Bain, et. al v. Gerrans, et. al.) effective on March 24, 2021, attached hereto as EXHIBIT 
A (the “Settlement Agreement”) and the Irrevocable Proxy effective March 25, 2021, attached hereto 
as EXHIBIT B (the “Irrevocable Proxy”), Lawrence Gerrans, Halo Management Group LLC, and 
Hartford Legend Capital Enterprises (collectively, the “Gerrans Shareholders”) irrevocably and 
unconditionally (to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law) proxied all voting rights with respect 
to all of the shares of Common Stock, Series A Preferred Stock, Series A-1 Preferred Stock, Series A-
2 Preferred Stock, Series F Preferred Stock, and any other class of stock (the “Shares”), listed on 
Schedule A in each company listed on Schedule B attached hereto (each, a “Company”), held by the 
Gerrans Shareholders, to the Minority Shareholders Voting Trust (the “Voting Trust”), which is 
established herewith to represent the voting will of the holders of any class of stock in Sanovas, Inc. 
(such holders, other than the Excluded Persons (as defined below), the “Minority Shareholders”) with 
the exception of the following excluded individuals and entities (each an “Excluded Person”): Erhan 
Gunday, ES Medical LLC, Jerry Katzman, Steve Bayern, Art Gerrans Jr., Chris Gerrans, Steve 
Goldsmith, and any of an Excluded Person’s any of their respective affiliates or associates related 
trusts, companies, partners or assigns;  

WHEREAS, the Trust Founders hereby designate William Bain and Harold Sherley as the co-
trustees of the Voting Trust (each, a “Trustee” and collectively, the “Trustees”); and 

WHEREAS, the parties intend the Voting Trust to be a voting trust within the meaning of 
Section 218 of the Delaware General Corporation Law. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the terms and conditions herein contained, each of 
the parties, intending to be legally bound hereby agrees as follows: 

1. Voting Rights.  Upon execution of this Agreement, the rights and voting 
powers with respect to the Shares (other than the shares of Series F Preferred Stock of Sanovas, 
Inc.), as are more fully set forth herein and subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein, 
shall vest in the Trustees. The rights and voting powers with respect to the shares of Series F 
Preferred Stock of Sanovas, Inc., which are subject to both the Irrevocable Proxy and a 
previously executed Katzman Proxy dated December 22, 2018 (the “Katzman Proxy”), shall 
immediately vest in the Trustees upon the first to occur of the following events:  

(a) the expiration of the Katzman Proxy on December 22, 2023; or  

(b) the termination of the Katzman Proxy. 

All voting rights with respect to Shares shall be held in trust with the Trustees.  Any voting 
securities subsequently received by the Gerrans Shareholders with respect to the Shares shall 
also be deemed for the purposes of this Agreement to be “Shares”. 

Owner
Highlight

Owner
Highlight
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2. Acceptance of Trust.  The Trustees hereby accept their appointments as trustees 
hereunder. 

3. Powers and Authority of Trustees.   

(a) The Trustees shall have the exclusive right to vote the Shares and may 
exercise such right in person or by proxy at all stockholder meetings and in all proceedings in 
which the vote or consent of the stockholders is or may be required by a Company’s 
Certificate of Incorporation or By-laws, as the same may be amended from time to time, or as 
a matter of law, including without limitation, the power to vote for (i) election or removal of 
directors, (ii) amendments to a Company’s Certificate of Incorporation or By-Laws, as the 
same may be amended from time to time, (iii) the issuance of shares of securities, to the 
extent approval is required by Delaware law or other applicable law, and (iv)  to merge, 
consolidate, liquidate or dissolve a Company or sell all or substantially all of the assets of a 
Company.  The Trustees, in their sole discretion, may vote the Shares or sign a proxy with 
respect to the Shares; provided, however, that, with respect to any vote: (1) the Trustees shall 
act in good faith to ascertain the will of the majority of the Minority Shareholders; and (2) the 
Trustees shall vote all of the Shares in accordance with the will of the majority of the 
Minority Shareholders, to the extent that the will of the Minority has be ascertained. 

(b) The Trustees shall seek the advice of Minority Shareholders in 
advance of voting the Shares or signing a proxy with respect to the Shares.  Based upon 
contact information received from the Company, the Trustees may send or establish an online 
voting preference to the Minority Shareholders for any vote or proxy listed above, e.g., 
through SurveyMonkey or a similar platform to ascertain the advice and preferences of the 
Minority Shareholders.   

(c) In the event of any disagreement on an upcoming vote or proxy 
among the Trustees, the Trustees shall seek and abide by the majority vote of the Trust 
Founders who shall act in good faith to vote all of the Shares in accordance with the will of 
the majority of the Minority Shareholders. 

4. Term.  This Trust shall terminate at such time that all of the Companies cease 
to be in existence, whether by liquidation, dissolution, merger or consolidation, or such earlier 
time as the Trust Founders vote to terminate this Trust.   

5. Trustees’ Duties and Immunities.  In voting the Shares or in doing any act with 
respect to the control or management of a Company or its affairs, either in person or by proxy, 
the Trustees shall act in good faith.  The Trust Founders, as shareholders, hereby waive any 
conflict of interest that the Trustees may personally have so long as the Trustees have acted in 
good faith.  The Trustees and Trust Founders shall not be liable for any error of judgment or 
mistake of law or other mistake nor shall be responsible for any act or omission with respect 
to their duties and responsibilities as voting trustees, or for any losses that may result therefrom, 
unless such losses can be proven by clear and convincing evidence to be the result of willful 
misconduct, gross negligence or bad faith. 

6. Successor Trustees.  A majority vote of the Trust Founders shall be required to 
remove any Trustee, or appoint any successor Trustee(s) under this Agreement and any person 

Owner
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so appointed shall be vested with all the duties, powers and authority of a Trustee hereunder as 
if originally named herein. 

7. Compensation of Trustees.  The Trustees shall receive no compensation for 
their services under this Agreement; provided, however, that the Trustees shall be reimbursed 
for all expenses reasonably and necessarily incurred in performing their duties, pursuant to the 
terms and conditions of this Agreement.   

8. Professional Advice.  Before signing this Agreement, each party either (a) 
consulted with and obtained advice from his or her own independent (i) legal counsel in respect 
to the legal nature and operation of this Agreement, including its impact on his rights, privileges 
and obligations, (ii) tax advisor in respect to the tax impact of this Agreement, and (ii) financial 
advisor in respect to the financial impact of this Agreement, or (b) freely and voluntarily 
decided not to have the benefit of such consultation and advice with counsel and/or advisors.  
Each Trust Founder signs this Agreement voluntarily, without coercion, and based upon such 
Trust Founder’s own judgment. 

9. General.  This Agreement contains the entire understanding and agreement of 
the parties with respect to the subject matter contained herein.  No amendment or supplement 
to this Agreement or waiver hereof shall be binding unless reduced to writing and signed by 
all of the parties hereto.  Words shall be construed to be of such number and gender as the 
circumstances require.  This Agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be legally binding 
upon the parties hereto and the heirs, executors, administrators, successors, assigns and 
transferee of them and each of them.  This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware applicable to contracts made and to be 
performed solely in the State of Delaware.  This Agreement may be executed in one or more 
counterparts, each of which so executed shall be deemed to be an original and such counterparts 
shall, together constitute and be one and the same document. 

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank; Signature Page Follows] 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

Settlement Agreement 
 

(see attached)
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EXHIBIT B 
 

Irrevocable Proxy 
 

(see attached)
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SCHEDULE A 
 

LIST OF SHARES 
 
Sanovas, Inc. 
 

• Common Stock - 6,000,0000 (Halo Mgt. Group) 
• Common Stock - 5,000,000 (Lawrence J. Gerrans) 
• Restricted Stock Units (RSU's) per Board Approval in February 2012 
• Common Stock - 8,000,000 

 
TOTAL COMMON STOCK = 19,000,000 Shares 
 

• Series A Preferred Stock - 14,000,000 (Halo Mgt. Group) 
• Series F Preferred Stock - 75,000 shares (Halo Mgt. Group) 

 
TOTAL PREFERRED STOCK = 14,075,000 Shares 
 
Subsidiaries 
 

• L.I.F.E I Venture Fund LLP - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• L.I.F.E II Venture Fund LLP - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Biosciences LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Development LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas E.N.T. LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Imaging LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Infection Control LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Intellectual Property Holding LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Ophthalmology LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Pulmonary LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• Sanovas Surgical LLC - 7.5% of the Ownership/Equity Units 
• AngioCure, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3,000,000 Series 'F' Preferred 
• Issued/6,000,000 Fully Diluted 
• CuroGyn Solutions, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3,000,000 Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6,000,00 Fully Diluted 
• Cureway Pharmaceuticals, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on a Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• Eagle Eye Bioscience, Inc. - 2,250,000 Shares 
• GastroGenix, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred 
• Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• Institute for Regenerative Skin Science, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on a Fully Diluted Basis - 3M 
• Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• Intubation Science, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred 
• Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• MesoCure, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M 
• Fully Diluted 
• MicroCam, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M 
• Fully Diluted 
• NeuroCure, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M 
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• Fully Diluted 
• Oculus 4D, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M 
• Fully Diluted 
• OtoGenix Technologies, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• PulmoGenix Technologies, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• RetinalGenix Technologies, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• Sanovas Bioscience Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on a Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred 
• Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• Sanovas Pulmonary Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on a Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred 
• Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• SinuGenix, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' Preferred Issued/6M 
• Fully Diluted 
• SteriView Technologies, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' 
• Preferred Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• SurgDrone Innovations, Inc. - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis - 3M Series 'F' preferred 
• Issued/6M Fully Diluted 
• •Sanovas Suzhou Venture Fund - 7.5% of Stock on Fully Diluted Basis
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SCHEDULE B 
 

LIST OF ENTITIES 
 
SANOVAS, INC. 
ANGIO-CURE, INC. 
CUROGYN SOLUTIONS, INC. 
GASTROGENIX, INC. 
INTUBATION SCIENCE, INC. 
INSTITUTE FOR REGENERATIVE SKIN SCIENCE, INC. 
MESOCURE, INC. 
MICROCAM, INC. 
NEUROCURE, INC. 
OCULUS 4D, INC. 
OTOGENIX TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
PULMOGENIX TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
RETINALGENIX TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
SANOVAS BIOSCIENCE, INC. 
SANOVAS PULMONARY, INC. 
SINUGENIX, INC. 
STERIVIEW TECHNOLOGIES, INC. 
SURGDRONE INNOVATIONS, INC. 
SANOVAS SUZHOU VENTURE FUND (CHINA) 
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From: JANE CLARK [mailto:jane.clark@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 8:37 AM
To: Bill Bain <billbainsf@gmail.com>
Subject: Sanovas
 

To Whom It May Concern,
 
I fully support Bill Bain and his associates in their effort to gain Larry's voting rights in
Sanovas. They have always stood for open, honest, transparent leadership and
communications, as well as a balanced and effective Board of Directors.
 
Sincerely,

 
Jane Clark
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 6, 2021 at 10:31 PM 
Subject: 7.6.21 Follow-up Part 3 - Marin preliminarily court approved settlement agreement instructions 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

 

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN  

  

What’s inside this 14-minute podcast: Marin 

preliminarily court-approved settlement agreement  

 Reminder -  the final documents from the 

plaintiff will be received and forwarded in the 

next 48 hours by email and on the Sanovas 
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website 

  

 Reminder -  that if YOU DO NOT OBJECT, 

your vote will be automatically recorded as 

an approval by the plaintiff! 

  

 Tomorrow, when the documents arrive from 

the plaintiff, I will then guide you past the 103 

pages of legalese to show the 4 most 

important pages to focus on! 

  

 A very brief overview of the intent and 

purpose of this settlement. 

 

I will update you tomorrow and every day 

until this is resolved! 

This is a critically important decision for the 

future of your investment and Sanovas! 
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 

name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 

wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 

are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 

instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 

cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 
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contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 

 

Copyright © 2021 Sanovas Inc, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you are a Shareholding member of the Sanovas Ownership Group 

 

Our mailing address is: 

Sanovas Inc  

1450 N. McDowell Blvd 

Petaluma, CA 94954 

 

Add us to your address book 

 

 

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences  
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7.6.21 Followup part 3 - Marin preliminarily court approved
settlement agreement instructions

Good evening, everyone, good evening, So, this is going to be part three

in the series of explaining exactly what needs to be done in this

settlement agreement that has been preliminary approved by the court in

Marin.

And, again, the more I think about it, the more upset I got. But the

interesting thing is, like they sent me a copy of the order that was signed

by the derivative plaintiffs' apparently, and the defendant.

But, it wasn't signed by the judge yet, and I don't have the official formal

document. which I'm supposed to get by tomorrow.

But the document I just received says, we won't have it tomorrow. I won't

have it until the eighth.

Which means it's one less day that I have to get this out to everybody.

And they did not extend the time that you have your objection, which is to

the basically the 18th.

So, because of that, or the 19th, bout the cause of that, at this point,

we're losing one extra day, we still have to distribute it.

We still have to do everything that needs to be done so that we can

comply in the court, but to do that, we're trying to make it easier for

everyone to respond to this if they wish to respond to it.
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And then, that means that we're, we're figuring it out, and we're looking

for approval for this, whereby we can provide all the information needed

for you, because they want your certificate numbers, the number of

shares you have with specificity in order to determine you are a

shareholder. And, at the same time, be able to object, if you wish to

object now, that the key to this whole.

Preliminary approval is that, if you do not respond, they automatically get

your vote.

And so, the purpose of what I'm trying to do is educate everyone that they

read it, They understand it.

When I have the final document, I'm going to go through it and I'm going

to try to highlight those areas because it's about 103 pages of legalese

that probably no one will read. I'll insist that you read it.

But I will point out there is about four pages that are very pertinent to the

whole transaction to explain what it's all about.

I think it's important and every day that I speak to you I should be

heightening your awareness of the fact of why we're doing this and why

this is so important. The future of the company relies upon really you

understanding this, and whether you want it or not. It's your choice.

But we have to make this very clear because if we don't do that, then at

the end of the day, we're not going to have a, you know, a proper decision

being made, and that could affect the future of the company dramatically.

So who are the plaintiffs in this suit?
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This is a suit by four individuals now because the previous original suit

was already settled.

And this is a now the continuation suit of four people basically Doreen

Gleason. Her husband had passed away.

Basically, that was that was gone.

And in addition to that, that left Barry Shulman, Jaffe/Urell and Bill

Bain. And Bill Bain is the master here.

Bill Baine is driving this.

Lord only knows why?

But when you figure out how this is being structured, it won't sound right

to you.

And it shouldn't sound right to you, because, as I said, the Board and

myself thought we were going to a mediation, but we actually became

window dressing. And we were precluded from that.

I said that before we were precluded. That's why when you see the

agreement, I'm pointing out to you

I did not sign the agreement. The Board of Directors did not sign the

agreement, because we weren't really a party to the agreement.
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It was just told to us lLike, I'm telling you, now. We looked at it, and when

we see what it involves, that's why we're objecting.

And the only thing that you can do to prevent this from happening is filing

your objection.

In concept. We're going to have a letter.

The letter will allow you

It'll, it'll basically tell you that, you know, you are to read it, Understand

it. You will acknowledge that. You did read it, and you do understand it.

And then you'll either object and say, a comment or two, and send it back

by DocuSign.

There will not be an opportunity, to to say that you agree with it, because

by not responding, you will be agreeing to it. Now, granted, in addition to

that, you, you always have the ability to file an answer yourself in the

courthouse. You'll have your own ability if you want to hire an attorney

and object.

But I'm trying to make this as easy as possible, as quickly as possible, so

we can, we can put this to rest.

Because I just cannot, for the life of me understand, why anyone would

do this. So what, what are some of the things that are going on in this

lawsuit?
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I'll just explain it, but I don't have the, the final paper, so I can't get too

much into it, but in concept, in concept, Larry Gerrans, is in prison.

And Larry Gerrans is trying to get all the equity that he has, and as you

know, there is a lawsuit in Delaware that we're opposing it. We're trying to

find out what is legitimate and what is not. And everybody is in agreement

with that.

The plaintiffs are in agreement with us finding that out, and they are in

agreement with going to Delaware and getting a response, so whatever

shares, legitimately Larry would have, Those would be the ___ the shares

in question here.

The problem with the lawsuit.

Basically, Larry provided a schedule that he believes are all the shares

that he's entitled to.

Where that schedule came from is totally off the charts.

It's not validated. It's not authenticated. It's not in any way corroborating

with what, in fact, is true. That's number one. So we'll call it, and the

judging has agreed that we're calling it the "alleged

schedule" that Larry has put forth. Because we believe it's it's not real.

And it's going to be voided at the end of the day. But that's a different suit

and a different action. So, what does this mean?
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Larry cut a deal, how they did it, is beyond me.

But Larry cut a deal that he can keep all his equity.

All his ill gotten gains, everything that he has in exchange for his proxy of

all the votes from now, to in perpetuity - forever!-

to, 4 people that are going to divide it up into a minority trust.

And there's a number of people that have been excluded for the minority

trust. Not that would make any difference, but the fact is that's supposed

to be the savior aspect of the company.

It has nothing to do with that.

It is basically designed to get the power over the F shares, which has

power to put people on the board, take people off the board, make

elected, basically, ability to control it.

And as a result of that, they want to, basically, change the Board of

Directors, Remove me as chairman of the company, and just completely

take over this company in some form, or another , now, there's a number

of things that prevent that from happening at the moment.

But, some of the documents will show that the information that was given

to the judge is not complete, and it's inaccurate.

And, as a result of that, on the board of directors, and I certainly would

not have agreed to it, but I want to get into it because, when the formal
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agreement is in front of you, you can verify what I'm telling you, why tell

you something that you don't have a document in front of you. You can't

verify what I'm saying. So, I do want you to get the overview now, though,

to understand what they're looking to do, and why they cut this deal, and

the company was cut out of that, because that's their intent, and that's

their purpose.

More importantly, there's going to be a bill. And the bill is going to be

substantial, because they have caused this suit to cost a lot of money,

and this is not even a trial for Larry Gerrans. The last suit that was filed,

cost us a very substantial amount of money, and the judge did give some

ability to cut that bill down.

We don't know.

We'll find out in the next 48 hours, when they file the final documents,

how much this is going to cost, the shareholders of Sanovas and, again,

this is, this is basically all it is, is costing us money.

Providing Larry, with his equity, protecting him, and he's has an

opportunity to almost run the company from jail.

Why do I say that?

Because he's demanding as part of this settlement that

he has the ability to get the information from the company as to the day-

to-day operations

at the same time, communicate with all the shareholder's on a daily basis.
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If you want Larry Gerrans to communicate with you, why, I would have no

idea why anyone would want that.

But if you want him to communicate with you from jail, and discuss the

company business, and give advice to whoever it may be, I don't see how

and why anyone would want that.

But that's your choice, not mine.

And that's why with this information coming forth, when you see it, it'll be

official, You can dissect it, and I'll go through the sections of the

agreement with you to determine that.

But these are just the basic reasons why we're saying that on its face, the

purpose of this agreement, the purpose of the settlement, are or are

false.

They are approved, the judge signed it, the judge signed it and in the

papers you'll see it's going to say nobody objected to it, Well, how could

anyone object to it that no one had seen it?

So this is kind of an interesting situation. But it does not make sense.

And when you see the document, and read it yourself, you'll say the same

thing.

It does not make sense, but we're living in a world that a lot of things

don't make sense, and probably that's the reality of this document.
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So we'll have your opportunity, but there's only going to be one

opportunity here, and that is to object . You, you won't have the

opportunity to say you agree with it because, by not objecting, you are

agreeing with it.

And that's why I hope that after everyone reads the facts and listens to

what I'm saying, they'll come to the proper conclusion.

And that that's what, this is all about Objecting.

And that's the only right, you have left to prevent this from becoming a

fact.

And again, it's your decision, not mine. But that's what this, this is really

at the end of the day. What this is all about.

So, I just wanted to repeat, briefly, this is why we're doing this, if we're

doing it in small, small amounts, it's very confusing, but you should - The

take home messages, number one that this was coming, I've been telling

you that now for three days. Number two, it's a settlement agreement that

was not derived from anything from myself as Chairman or the Board of

Directors. And in addition to that, it has a lot of misinformation in

there. But the basic premise of the deal is to give equity that Larry says,

he owns without verification at the time when I'm going to change that

with the Delaware Lawsuit. But basically, whatever equity he has, he's

going to get it And he's going to keep it is going to benefit from it.

And at the same time, he's going to give his proxy, for now and forever, to

basically control all of those shares in some type of minority trust.
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And there are people excluded from the Minority trust. Far as I'm

concerned, if he was giving the shares and gave it back to the company, I

don't know why he's excluding anybody. But it wouldn't matter, because

Larry didn't vote in the last two elections. So whatever he did or did not

do, it didn't make any difference whatsoever, because we had a

legitimatevote for the first time in 10 years when I started and the board

started.

So we're running this company legitimately, we've had an observer from

the court for the last.

Since that, since the time the court ordered us to observing what we're

doing and how we're doing it, we reported to the court, we did everything

we needed to do.

So to have this group of four people try to change the fate of 1125

shareholders in this company, especially at this time. And these are

people that did basically did not support any of the initiatives over the last

two years, did not raise their hand and say, How can I help the company,

Did not do anything. They have one purpose in hand.

And that's to change this company up.

And at the end of the day, I don't have a clue what they want to do with it.

But it's clear to me, whatever they're going to do with it

The direction that we're in is a good direction, considering all the events

that are taking place, and anything they possibly could do is going to be

disruptive to this company, And that is a Larry Gerrans Initiative.
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So, having said that, I don't want to say any more. Tomorrow hopefully,

we'll have the documents.

I will be doing a podcast to walk you through this very carefully, but with

that, I want to wish you all a happy night.

And now, and let's do this together.

This is one of the most important decisions that you can make relative to

your investment and to this company, into the future, of what is going to

happen in this company.

I need you to just take that message home, and we'll talk tomorrow

night. Thank you very much.
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From: "Sanovas, Inc." <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Subject: 7.7.21 Follow-up Part 4 - Marin preliminarily court approved settlement 
agreement instructions 
Date: July 8, 2021 at 1:31:32 PM PDT 
To: Barry Shulman <barry@shulmanassoc.com> 
Reply-To: "Sanovas, Inc." <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
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Dear Barry,  

 

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN  

  

What is inside this 6-minute podcast: Marin 

preliminarily court-approved settlement agreement  

 

PLEASE CLICK TO DOWNLOAD THE TWO 
ATTACHMENTS: 
 

1)  A brief overview statement from the Sanovas 
Board of Directors that explains the settlement. 
 

2)  An example of the objection letter form that will 

be sent to you via DocuSign email which you will receive 

within the next 48 hours.  

If you wish to object, completing this DocuSign is the 

most expedient method. Again - please watch your 

email for the actual DocuSign which we anticipate will 

be delivered to you within the next 48 hours. 

 On Thursday 7.8.21 all settlement documents will 

be sent out by the plaintiffs to the shareholders and 

will be posted on www.Sanovas.com  

 Remember, a non-vote or a missed vote is counted 

as an approval! 

 AN OBJECTION IS THE ONLY WAY TO STOP 

THIS. 

 TOMORROW - PLEASE START READING!!!  WE 

WILL GO INTO DETAIL AND POINT OUT THE 
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CRITICAL POINTS OF CONCERN IN THE 

AGREEMENT. 

 

Thank you for listening and for your comments! 

  

I will update you tomorrow and every day 
until this is resolved! 

This is a critically important decision for the 
future of your investment and Sanovas! 

 

 

Sincerely, 
 

Jerry Katzman, MD 
Chairman, President & CEO  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 
name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 
wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 
are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 
instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 
cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 
contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 
 
Copyright © 2021 Sanovas Inc, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you are a Shareholding member of the Sanovas Ownership Group 
 
Our mailing address is: 
Sanovas Inc  
1450 N. McDowell Blvd 
Petaluma, CA  94954 
 
Add us to your address book 
 
 
unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences  
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7.7.21 PART 4 - B.O.D's BRIEF OVERVIEW STATEMENT TO
SETTLEMENT STATEMENT AND EXAMPLE DOCUSIGN
OBJECTION LETTER

Good evening, everyone, good evening.

I want to appreciate and thank all of you, for listening to the podcasts

over the last number of days. The numbers had been fabulous.

And it shows that I've piqued everybody's interest to understand how

important somethings about to happen And what it means to you as

shareholders that essentially, I had mentioned to everybody that we are

making it easier for you to object, if that's what you decide to do.

My purpose right now is not to go into the details of exactly what the

preliminary agreement calls for it, but we're going to get it tomorrow. They

were supposed to give it to us today.

We didn't get it, and we're also supposed to see what they're going to

charge for this thing, that's going to be very interesting.

As you know, it was like a million dollar bill.

The last time around, we still owe 500,000, and we're trying to pay them

off at the last situation.

That was the Trimbul case, but that case was resolved and finished.

This is that second one, now, and these are the four Shareholders I

mentioned yesterday, who are attempting to do this. And, again, it's
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hoped

after you observe and read and determine what I've been saying, it'll be

clear to you how to react to this. I believe you're going to object it.

But that's just my opinion, you'll see. Now, that what you have here now,

is a letter, which is a brief overview short, by the board of directors.

Just kind of laying out a couple of factors here, relative to the, the whole

document. But we're not diving into it because we want to see the final

document i don't wan to misspeak

I want to make sure it says what it says, and it's clear that what it says.

So I can really dive in with you and go through the legalese and pick out

the pertinent information that you need to be aware of in order to make

this happen. So that's the purpose in doing it. I think you'll find this

the short note helpful to you moving forward, so that that's a very, very

important addition to that, you're going to see an EXAMPLE of the

DocuSign which we're going to send to you.

Whereby, if you choose to object to do it easily. It's a very difficult way for

them to have you object, because they don't want you object. Because if

you don't object or you forget about it, or you just do nothing, it counts as

a vote FOR it.

So, they're not too interested in you getting it, and they're not too

interested in you reading it. They're not too interested in you actually
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making a decision on it, because if you don't do a decision, again, it's

going to be to their betterment.

So, our purpose is to really bring this to light.

Have you understand that, read it, digest it, let's discuss it. And at that

point, you will then know, all the information will be, it will be the

truth. And as a result of that, you can make an informed consent.

So we did put a little statement together, it's very brief, but, you know,

again, there's a lot of areas that we're going to touch on, but we'll do it

when you have the document in front of you. Now we'll have a short

window.

You're going to have to, if you object, you're going to have to respond.

So we have it in house by the 15th of July, because once it goes to the

15th July, it has to be collated, and it has to be brought forth to the

plaintiffs - plaintiffs then have to then get it to the court.

So it's it's there before the 19th and tallied, but you know, we need to get

this all in right away, if that's the case, and we'll know where we stand

with this. We're not taking any chances with this.

And that's why it's so important in the prep of you understanding and

knowing what's going on. And also, being comfortable with the form, that,

the very simple view, it just says, you were, you've read it.

You understand it,
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that you object to it, and you object to the fee schedule. We don't know

what the fee schedule is, Again, I told you will know tomorrow, but but I

could assure you -You'll be objecting to the fee schedule anyway.

But the fact is, tomorrow you'll be able to have that and we'll have more

substantive discussions about that. And that the form is very, very

simple. Now you always have the right. I mean, you could get your own

attorney and you could go represent yourself and say I object.

I don't see anybody doing that and I don't see anyone running down to

the courthouse and I don't see anyone taking that effort.

There's no reason to because you'd have to have all your certificate

numbers or your electronic numbers.

They've made it almost impossible for anyone to really do it so that'll be

obvious to you.

But we've, we've bypassed that we've got all the documentation for the

court.

So they have it to demonstrate that you are a valid shareholder and that,

in fact, you're able to object and bring this to the court's attention.

So I think that is the main reason that that is going on. So, again, I

appreciate it tonight, didn't have to say much more than that. This is the

prep for tomorrow, which will be a big day.

It will be posted on the portal, meaning the Sanovas.comwebsite.
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They're going to post it When we have the final documents. So you'll be

able to see it there.

In addition to that, you know, again, you'll be getting an e-mail from them,

indicating that this is what this is.

But the purpose here is for you to get it, start reading it.

Put your, put all your questions in your on your head.

But come to the conclusion that it should be objected to in the best

interest of the company.

And why, and that's, that's what we need to demonstrate - that position

and pointed out to youlike I said. That's the most important thing, so it's

about five minutes into this discussion. I don't really need to say much

more except, I want you all to have a great night look at the materials.

you'll be hearing from me tomorrow. And I'm hoping to do actually a video

podcast tomorrow so I can demonstrate certain things on the videos that

you would see. I could point them out to you that you may not be aware

of. I'm gonna point out the miscommunications and things like that that

are put in there, but that is salient points. You know, there we'd had

nothing to do with this agreement.

And now you'll see all the details of what that was and was all about. So

with that, I want to thank you. Have a great night, everyone.

We'll chat tomorrow.
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Thu, Jul 8, 2021 at 9:32 PM 
Subject: 7.8.21 Part 5 - Derivative Lawsuit DOCUMENTS RECEIVED and POSTED 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

 

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN  

  

What is inside this 3-minute podcast - Marin 

preliminarily court-approved settlement agreement  

 

The final preliminary court documents have arrived and 

are posted on www.sanovas.com and are also 

downloadable 

here for your review: 
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PLEASE CLICK TO DOWNLOAD THE TWO 

ATTACHMENTS: 

 

#1)   Sanovas - Notice to Shareholders - 7.8.21 

 

#2)   2021-03-25 FULLY EXECUTED SANOVAS STIP OF 

SETTLEMENT 

  

 Please read the documents thoroughly to 

understand them as best you can. 

 Only you can decide to object.  

 Recall - if you do nothing, it means you accept the 

settlement.  

 Instructions will be provided via DocuSign email 

within the next day to facilitate an objection to the 

settlement should you choose to do so. 

 Shareholders always have the right to obtain 

counsel or answer themselves to the plaintiff's 

counsel or file in the clerk's office of the court in 

Marin. 

 There will be an opportunity for the Board of 

Directors to analyze the agreement and help the 

shareholders highlight points within the agreement 

which are important. 

  

This is a critically important decision for the 

future of your investment and Sanovas! 
 

Sincerely, 
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Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 

name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 

wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 

are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 

instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 

cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 

contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 
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Derivative lawsuit - The final docs have arrived

Good evening, everyone. Good evening, OK.

So the final docs have arrived, and that's great. The, the court and the

plaintiff's attorneys have sent us the documents they are being posted

tonight.

on the Web portal you will see at the www.Sanovas.com site to a link, and

you'll be able to read the stipulation in the information that's there. So

you're going to get that tonight, you're also gonna get an e-mail from the

plaintiffs the same way.

So you'll be able to look at that, and review it, and so we now all have

complied with the court, and times in terms of posting it, in terms of them,

sending it out to you, and the only thing left to be done now is for you to

read what's there.

There may be other documents that you'll get tomorrow, but for now,

everything that's there is there for you to read off the site and the

information and the time needs to be spent for you, to

Read it

Understand it, draw your own conclusions of what you want to do with

respect to either accepting it by not doing anything - or objecting to

it. That's what's on the table and of course the instructions are there how

that would be done. We will also be sending a DocuSign the next day or

so. So that'll give you the opportunity to streamline how that is being

done. But right now, most importantly, the docs have arrived and we'll be
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able to look. I want to spend time reviewing. It's one thing, in my opinion,

that sort of thing, what the facts say.

Same thing with the board. So I think it's important for the first time now

we have the ability to look to see what it says.

Come to our own conclusions and decide what you want to do.

We have a short window to do it.

We have to have all of this and I think we've told you by the 15th so that

can be collated and presented to the court and things like that, you'll hear

more about that in the next day or so. But I just wanted to make sure that

you now know that, that all that information is posted.

You're getting it by e-mail and, and we'll give you more information as to

instruction. But keep it. This is all in your handsnow. Nobody can tell you

what to do, it's your decision.

And you need to see whether this makes sense to you or not.

In the next couple of days, we'll give an opinion based on our reading as

well. But right now, there's nothing to say, because I haven't gone through

it myself. The Board is going through it again.

And, uh, and we'll be able to comment at a later time.
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But now it's in all of your hands to review it, look at it, decide what you

feel about it, and then we'll go from there. So, nothing really more to say

tonight, I'm just pleased, I wanted to give you the notice. You should have

it.

And once that part is established and done, everything else will fall into

place.

So, I want to thank you all for listening, and now we'll chat tomorrow.

ah - do the reading, nothing more important than that. And try to come to

some questions in your mind so you can actually decide what you really

want to do. So, thank you very much. Have a great night, everyone.
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Fri, Jul 9, 2021 at 10:44 PM 
Subject: 7.9.21 Part 6 - Derivative Lawsuit more documents to review 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

  

What’s inside this 7-minute podcast.  

 

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN  

 

More documents to help you make a decision 

 REMEMBER - IF YOU DON'T VOTE IT IS COUNTED AS AN APPROVAL 

 ONLY AN OBJECTION CAN STOP THIS AGREEMENT 
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 DOCUSIGN EMAILS WILL BE SENT STARTING ON SATURDAY 

 

Please pay particular attention to the following documents: 

 2021-03-

25_FULLY_EXECUTED_SANOVAS_STIP_OF_SETTLEMENT.pdf    SEE 

PAGES  PAGES #9, #10, #11 

  

 Proposed Order on Legal Fees proposed to be paid by Sanovas 

shareholders to plaintiffs' attorney: approximately $315,000  SEE PAGE 

#6 

  

 Motion to release shareholder's personal information SEE PAGE #3 

CLAUSE 5(c) 

  

 SANOVAS BOARD OF DIRECTORS COMMENT LETTER 

  
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 

name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 

wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 

are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 

instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 

cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 
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contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 

 

Copyright © 2021 Sanovas Inc, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you are a Shareholding member of the Sanovas Ownership Group 

 

Our mailing address is: 

Sanovas Inc  

1450 N. McDowell Blvd 

Petaluma, CA 94954 

 

Add us to your address book 

 

 

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences  
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7.9.21 Derivative lawsuit - More posted settlement docs to
empower you to decide

Good evening, everyone, Good evening. It's Friday night. What a

week. This has been so much going on.

And I've been trying to get you information every single day, and we did

get information finally the other day and I hope you have been reading,

we have gotten comments from a number of people, but most important

thing is that, you know, today, there's some more documents I'm going to

send you because one of the things they asked you and the derivative

suit is to, agree or disagree with the fee, the fee that they're going to

charge. But there's no fee listed there. We did find some documents that

have the fee structure.

That, what they're looking for, and so we're going to be able to give that

to you right now , so you can take a look at it, and you'll see, if it's

reasonable to you, or not reasonable to you.

But the fact is, that's one of the thingsthat we're going to provide to you

today. Also. we're gonna get to the fully executed Sanovas stipulation of

settlement.

And I'm, and we're gonna point out a number of pages to kind of it's about

48 pages. So I don't want you reading all night and day but you should

look through them But there are some specific pages that I want you to

look at.

um- in the Stipulation Agreement which you can download it right from

this site.
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It'll, it'll be pages number nine, number 10. And number 11, look at those

pages in particular to focus your thoughts and energies.

So, you kind of understand that, and you'll see the proposed order on the

legal fees, just to cut to the chase.

The attorney and fees are come out to approximately 315,000, certainly,

it's not a million. That's great, but I'm just letting you know that's a bill

that, that send Sanovas incorporated is going to have to pay

somehow. But that that's a consequence of the lawsuit that we're not

even it.

Technically, we're not. We're just going to pay the bill for it, because

people have done it.

But anyway, they also to let you know that I want you to see this, this

proposal, they want to get your personal information, and they filed a

motion. You can see this and see page number three, clause five C.

Again, see page number 3, 5 C, so you can see exactly what they're

asking for in terms of your personal information, ...

I don't have to tell you what I think about that, but I will in a moment

anyway.

And then we put the letter in there that you had seen before, it was the

Sanovas Board of Directors Comment Letter.

So I think these are the things to pay attention from what we're sending

out to you right now in this this podcast with MailChimp, so you're aware
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of it. Important Factors here:

We haven't sent you the DocuSign yet We're gonna do that probably

tomorrow because right now information is power and power yYou need

to get by reading and understanding.

So maybe it raises questions in your minds of why you should object, but

relevant to that, you need to understand that if you do not vote, it's

considered a positive vote for this to go through.

If you decide you don't care and you're not gonna do anything, it's going

to count as a positive vote and put it through. And the consequences of

this are extremely, I get on it. I don't know how you will feel, but you're

talking about, they're trying to get personal information disseminated,

we've been - we certainly have been fighting that initiative for 2.5

years. When people trying to get their hands on your information, to me,

it's extremely valuable. It's important to the company.

And so that's not what I believe is in the best interest of the company.

But again, this you will see it. You will see the fully executed Sanovas

Stipulation of settlement.

The proposed order on the legal fees, you'll see the motion to release

shareholder information, and you'll see the Sanovas

Board of Directors Comment Letter, and that's what I really want to leave

you with tonight, again.
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I don't I don't want to make any comments, because I want you to come

to your decision about whether to object or not.

If you're asking, what do I feel about it?

I can tell you I can give you my opinion about this, and I can give you, as

chairman, president and CEO of the company might position on this. I

think one big problem in here in this stipulation is going to talk about this

trust.

It's extremely unclear in a lot of different ways that we're deliberating on

this to understand how it's controlled, where it works.

But, again, in the very beginning, I mentioned about four individuals

having control over it, It's a minority trust, and that's not quite, so, it's a

minority trust.

But, it's kind of, without giving you too much of it, because I don't wanna

get into it.

You read it yourself, but it seems to say that, the, that the majority of the

minority is going to determine how the shares are going to be used. And

there's about 30 million shares that are identified here.

And, and so, if you are in the minority, if the majority of the minority says

they're going to vote that way, they're going to vote all those shares the

way they want to.

And, and I, I've indicated that it's a, it's kind of a way that those shares

could be used forever.
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And it's based on the shares that, in fact, Larry would get back, he is a

proxy associated with them.

There is a lawsuit in Delaware that's continuing - to strip Larry of his

shares.

And again, it may be the beginning of of another aspect of it, but we're

doing what we can to find out what shares would be eligible for this in the

first place.

We don't believe that the schedule associated in the stipulation provided

by Larry.

We don't believe it's real, and we don't believe it's been authenticated.

We don't believe it's been validated ... we believe that enough was put

into that, because it really basically came from Larry.

So we have, we have a lot of investigation, and a lot of time, energy, and

work that's been done to this. So we have a difference of opinion.

But at the end of the day, I'd say, and I'll say it again, I want you to look

and read and come to some conclusions in your mind, and we'll try to

help and focus that, of why it's our opinion that there were problems with

it.

And that, in fact, overall, I believe that it's not in the best interest to allow

this settlement to go through, but you're going to decide that. And you're,

we're trying to help you deliver your message.
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If you object, if you do nothing, the message is already going to be

delivered.

So it's a tall order to overturn what they're already trying to do, but only

you can do this.

I can't do it. Only you can do it. And the way to do it is to, number one,

Be aware of what's going on, what it means, why I'm so vociferous

against that.

And the fact is that you need to come to your own conclusion about this.

So I'm not looking to put words in anybody's mouth, butI am trying to let

you know that I don't think it's the best interest, and for a number of

reasons, but you need to read it and see that for yourself.

And if you do that, then you'll be better equipped to make a decision and

and please, if you decide to send the DocuSign in that we're going to

provide to fast track the answer to the court.

So basically, that's all I wanted to say.

At this point, I wanted to keep it short and sweet, and not spend too much

more time on this, but allow you to spend the next day to read it.

We do have to get it in by the 15th, because by the 19th, it has to be in

the court, and so it's gonna take some time to get this processed. But we,
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you know, again, that's, it's a, it's a very tall task to do what we're doing in

a very short order.

They didn't give us much time, but we're going to do it, and I think all of

you should be aware of everything you should be in a position to read,

digest, understand, and uh, and come to your conclusion.

So, with that, again, I want to thank you. It's the beginning of the

weekend. Let's get through this, and hopefully in the next day or so you'll

be able to vote will show you how physically to do it on the

DocuSign. And it will be very simple for you with that we've taken out the

hard work involved in doing that.

And as always, you can always do it yourself. You can always go to

court. You can always hire an attorney you can all do those things. But

we're not suggesting that you do that, but you can do any of those

things. It's within your right to do it. So I want to thank you all. Have a

great night. We will chat tomorrow. uh- enjoy the reading. I think you'll

find most interesting.

Thank you very much, tonight.
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Sat, Jul 10, 2021 at 11:53 PM 
Subject: 7.10.21 Part 7 - Video - Board of Directors Objections to Marin preliminary approved Settlement 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

  

CLICK HERE TO WATCH 

 

What’s inside this 15-minute VIDEO.  

 

Thank you for listening. 

 

Become informed! - Continue to Read! Read! Read!  

 

All the DocuSign's have gone out and if by Sunday 

morning you have not received it contact 
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investments@sanovas.com 

 

If you object, sign both the "objection to the 

stipulation of settlement" AND the "attorney fee 

agreement." YOU MUST STATE YOUR 

REASONS FOR OBJECTING. 

 

Board of Directors position of OBJECTION and why: 

 We believe The Proxy Trust is confusing, raises many 

additional questions, and lacks details important to such 

a decision I.e.) who is the trustee? (Is it one, two, four, 

or a thousand people?)  

 We believe the proxy algorithm (the methodology 

used by the Trustee(s) to administer the distribution of 

the votes) is not adequately defined. We believe this is 

very confusing. 

 We believe the proxy provided by Larry Gerrans was 

not verified or audited and nonetheless it is being used 

as the basis of this agreement and does not reflect the 

actual proxy currently in effect. 

  

 The agreement seeks your private information which we 

feel is protected. We feel this request is inappropriate. 

 The counting of a "non-vote as a "yes" or an abstention 

as a "yes" is disconcerting. 

 The association of the subsidiaries with Larry Gerrans 

or affiliates within the subsidiaries is toxic to raising 

capital. 

  

 The timeline to submit objections is rushed and difficult 

to negotiate, digest and respond to in a timely manner. 

We believe this may hamper a fair evaluation by the 
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shareholders. 

  

 The exhibit submitted representing Larry Gerrans' 

shares has not been, verified, validated nor investigated 

nor audited. 

 

The Delaware lawsuit is a positive to sort out Larry's shares. 

 

Please click here for helpful information about trusts and 

proxies. 

  
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 

name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 

wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 

are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 

instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 

cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 

contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 

 

Copyright © 2021 Sanovas Inc, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you are a Shareholding member of the Sanovas Ownership Group 

 

Our mailing address is: 

Sanovas Inc  

1450 N. McDowell Blvd 

Petaluma, CA 94954 

 

Add us to your address book 
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7.10.21 Sanovas formal objection position to the
preliminary Marin settlement agreement

Good evening, good evening.

It's Saturday night, and it's a big night, because up until this point, I've

been letting everybody know on a daily basis what to expect what would

be coming mainly that there was going to be

a stipulation from the court on a preliminary will be approved settlement

agreement.

and I told you it would be coming the details of which would be coming.

And I, we've made it a point to make sure we posted it according to the

instructions of the court. And we've done that.

And I, most importantly, have been trying to explain to everyone that if

you do not vote, it's going to count as a yes in approval of this

document. At the same time, if you ignore it, it's going to count as a yes

relative to this document.

So nothing could be more important than, for you to read the

information. And then, after you read it, to try to make an assessment of

whether you would object to it. My purpose here is, number one, to make

sure you have the documents, make sure you're aware of them, and

make sure, in fact, that if you're going to object that. You can do it.

The objection process is complicated, and it's geared basically to not

really making it easy for you to object.
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You have to have all your certificate numbers. You have to have the

number of shares. You have to have all your information in order, and it's

not easy to have that. Most people don't have it readily available. They

give you the option to go down to the courthouse to file it. You could send

it into plaintiff's counsel. You could hire your own attorney. These are all

things that could be done, but they're difficult, And there's a very short

window to accomplish all of these things.

And so the purpose of this is to make it easy for you, very easy, that if

you object, basically to sign a DocuSign, indicate in the DocuSign why

you object. And that's it.

We'll take it from there. We'll provide all of the documentation to prove

the shareholder all, that all that number of shares, all the certificate

numbers, are going to provide it to Council in order for them to file with

the Court timely.

Now, the trick to this is we have to get this all in around by the 15th

though later because it takes a day or two to collate it, make sure it's

delivered. And so that's why I've been taking the time every day to say it's

coming, it's coming, it's here. And posting documents that are important.

Now, in the last couple of days, I've also now posted the fee agreement,

Because the actual objections of the fee agreement, it would be almost

impossible for you to be able to objective. That wasn't there. So, we have

it now posted, and it's been served on our Council, and we now have

provided it, and so you, you have that as well. There's also again- a

request. They want to get our private, information. They want that

information so they could solicit the shareholders there's an

indicationthere also that Larry has a form of communication
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with the shareholder's, these are all things that we're talking about in the

injection phase of this.

But at the end of the day, I just wanted to be clear that what the Board

feels - that I'm saying this not only place it, I feel it's an obligation for

what the Board needs to Advise what we feel about this. But, you know,

remember, we weren't at the negotiating table.

This is something that's costing the company a great deal of money, no

matter what happens. Because this is, this is really how this was

apparently set up.

And at the end of the day, we have almost nothing to say about it. The

only thing we do have to say about it is that the Judge may have

preliminarily approved this.

But if you, you understand what they're asking for, and you understand

why, and we'll get into my opinion, and the opinion of the board,

something needs to be done about it.

Hopefully, that message will be loud and clear to you after this, this

podcast this evening, so that's important. Up till now, we started sending

out all of the DocuSigns , so that if you wish to object, you're able to

object. Now, by tomorrow morning, if you don't have your DocuSign,

check your spam look all around. You need to write to

investments@sanovas.comand we'll immediately check on it. Make sure

that you, do did get it. You do have it and you need it. Because that's the

most important thing we have to be able to do the objection and have the

form. I don't want anyone to say, I didn't get the form it.
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If you didn't get it, you left out, this is very, very important. I'm going to

show you that form right now, and I'm, I'm going to switch to to actually

my share screen, so you can see that, and I believe we'll have it right

here.

So let me show that to you. Should be able to see it.

And here, you'll see it has the style of the case, it has plaintiff's counsel

and cares. It opens derivative action.

You'll see formal objection to proposed preliminary approved settlement

agreement and fee application, so this is what you're doing here, and it's

going to populate your name, so there's very, very little for you to do it,

because a dear honorable Andrew.

Sweet Judge of the superior Court, your name will populate in here

automatically. You will like to formerly object to the proposed Preliminary

Settlement agreement and the Bank case. And then here are your name

and populate the date and everything. And you will DocuSign right here,

and that will tell us that you object and those forms will be submitted on

your behalf.

But ,you have to indicate here not only just you sign. You have to say,

why you object, OK, if you read it, you'll find a lot of material that it's very

hard, easy to do, but you need to write it in here. Secondly, it's a

requirement that that the fee agreement, which you have, it's here for the

$315,000, which is 15,000 in fees and $300,000 to the attorneys. Same

thing.

Your name will come in here and will populate. At the end, you're going to

cite. It's got assigned by DocuSign, it'll be nice name and date. It will be
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done, and you need to put something in here, too.

You can put whatever you like, relative to this, but, you know, I don't have

to put words in anybody's mouth. That's what I do not want to do.

The plaintiffs kind of had a sense that they felt that I was confusing

everybody, and my purpose is not to confuse anyone. I just wanted to be

factual, so that you have the information, and you can do informed

consent, and that you don't miss this at all. So, now, having said that, I

want to get into the substance of what this is. This doesn't have to be a

very long podcast, but I need to be extremely serious about what I'm

going to say.

As the Chairman, CEO and president of the company, there's no one

more equipped with the board of directors to voice the opinion of the

Board of Directors, and what we feel about this document.

And with respect to the company and the settlement, let me say this, the

Board and I object to this settlement agreement, and, and this reasons

we object to it.

First of all, the basis of this agreement is a trust agreement, OK.

And the trust agreement, in, in our opinion, is confusing.

I know there's no doubt, as we go through this and read it, and you'll read

it yourself.

It appears extremely confusing on its face, and there are a number of

things with it that appear to be wrong, as we can see it.
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There's certainly no instruction as as to how the trust is going to work.

They do mention that if the majority of the minority is going to be voted,

but it doesn't tell you, OK, exactly how that's going to work. It doesn't tell

you of the shareholder has the right to opt out of it.

It doesn't tell you if there's going to be one trustee, four trustees, a

thousand trustees, OK.

They do mention they're going to be they're going to be actually voting as

a block, but it there's no suggestion who the voting trustee will be and

how I mean how that will happen.

So there are a number of things deficient in the voting trust that we

believe at this stage or the way this is delineated would not be acceptable

to the company. Now - in addition to that, you know, I will tell you this. I

spent 2.5 years trying to separate issues, previous issues from the

subsidiaries.

And, and, and, you know, as a result of an association, really of what,

with Larry ... and his indictments and everything that's been going on, the

company had not been able to get any of the funds that we could have

gotten. From the Covid protective funds, we couldn't get any of them. We

were not bankable. We couldn't even get SBA loans. In fact, having Larry

is a shareholder, let alone a significant shareholder presented, major

problems. I went to 23 D and O carriers, I could not get D&O

insurance. These are just facts I again, these are substantiated facts.

We couldn't get even liability insurance as a result that. I was, couldn't

even get a lease in a building because of it.
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There was so many factors associated not to mention the debt and

everything else.

This voting trust, as we see it, we believe, and based on what the

company is doing now, the efforts that we've put forth in the idea of

creating liquidity events is, is contrary to that. We feel that investors will

not embrace this.

who would put money into the company, when they see the structure,

when they see the relationship that's created here in this trust.

And as a result of that, the board does not believe that it's in the best

interest of the company, in any way, to, to actually not object to this. They

have to object to this in every way, because of it.

That's the I think that's one of the principle things I would say there are

other reasons too They are as you see, I mean they're trying to get your

information and supply it to the trust and supply that. that is private we've

been fighting It has to be a great reason to do it and to be able to

communicate with Larry Gerrans we don't feel is in the best interests of

the shareholders. We couldn't understand why that would be the case. I

don't think anyone who's lost money at this point would want to be

communicating with Larry Gerrans orhave him communicate. We certainly

don't want them modulating the back offices. We don't want them being

involved in that aspect of it but and that sets up an issue - who's running

the company in the first place?

There is some information that we did post.
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You could look it up on the net about these voting trust, how they're, how

they're perceived, what their purposes are. And, again, you read it, you

can educate yourself.

I'm not going to tell you what that's about, because it's pretty specific in

what it says, but, but, you know, at the end of the day, confidentiality is

extremely important. And the ability to communicate is extremely

important that we don't want that to happen. And we don't want to taint

the company.

And it will have that effect, and truthfully, I know if I were an investor or a

potential investor and I was to put money into the company, and all of a

sudden, this structure came forth.

I would say, You know what, This company is full of litigation, and I don't

want to touch it.

I don't want to be involved with that. Just think to yourself practically, I

have nothing to say, the granite speaks for itself, but you think of yourself

as an investor. We've come so far.

We've done a lot of great things, but the fact of the matter is, you go

backwards this way.

It started out with Larry wasthe problem...

It's, you know, it seems like we're giving him entitlements, more that we're

doing anything else that doesn't make sense. Fortunately, we do have the

suit going on in Delaware, and that's going to bring a lot of clarity to many

of the issues, and to the shares that would be rightfully belong to. Larry.
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The other thing in this agreement that we object to is that the data and

the information that's presented of the shares that Larry owns are

generated by Larry, then not in any way validated. They're not

audited. They're not the, the investigation that was put forth here in our

opinion based on the 2.5 years.

And the lawsuit that we found in Delaware clearly indicate that Larry's

assessment of what Larry has is it's just fallacy.

It's fallacy, OK, and so as a result, having based an agreement on one

fallacy numbers to give that, and that's why Delaware, so important, and

big.

And I, and the plaintiffs have agreed, what that to pursue, because it

doesn't make any sense if he doesn't have shares that, trust doesn't

make sense. So for the reasons I just mentioned very simply, It is

important to understand. The Board of Directors, and I, as chairman

object to this agreement. The agreement. Could it be modified? That

would be a judge's decision, he could do a number of things with this

thing.

But from my perspective, this is not approvable, now, in my, in my point of

view. So I do object for my beliefs are that it is not.

It's confusing. It's very confusing. It's not clear.

And two, Our opinion, OK, if they they could say, It's not, but in our

opinion, we believe that is the case. So having said that

I really don't have much more to say, I just want to make sure that you get

your your actual DocuSign that, in fact, you you, if you object, please get
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to us right away, and so we're timely. And, you know, then, again, like this

has, officially, we'll know more on the 19th after they were tallied. But, but

really, more importantly than that, there'll be a hearing also on the 30th.

And I don't want any of these things in. Any way to interfere with the

initiatives that are in play with the company. Especially over the last

months and uh

And that's the most important thing, and I do believe that this will have a

negative impact on the ability to raise money and on the ability to move

forward. And if that happens, the company could be in a crisis. And we're

not in a crisis, But if this happens, it could create a crisis. We don't want

it.

Period. So, um, I thank you for your time tonight. I will talk to you

tomorrow. I'm waiting to get in. We actually, as I understand, We're

starting to get in some, some objections actually right now. I do have

certain comments for a member of shareholders that have also Asked me

to come forth and give the position of the Board for guidance to everyone,

And that's what I've done here now.

It's just based on factual information, and not, you know, I don't think this

is a good deal in any way that should be approved, and I hope it does not

get approved. So, with that, I want to thank you all. Have a great night,

we'll talk tomorrow.

Thanks. Thanks again.
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Mon, Jul 12, 2021 at 8:26 PM 
Subject: 7.12.21 Part 8 - Derivative Lawsuit 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

  

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN 

 

What’s inside this 3-minute AUDIO 

  

Thank you for your interest, support, and questions! 

 

Recall - if you don’t vote, forget to vote, or ignore 

this request to object, it will be counted as a "YES" 

FOR THE SETTLEMENT. THE ONLY WAY TO 
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OPPOSE THE SETTLEMENT IS IF YOU 

OBJECT.  Only you can do this! 

 

I am alerting you to vote after you have reviewed the 

stipulation agreement and attorney fee agreement. 

 

If you decide to object, you may use the simple form 

that has been sent to you via DocuSign. 

 

To object, JUST SIGN the DOCUSIGN: 

1) OBJECTING TO THE STIPULATION AND  2) THE 

ATTORNEY'S FEE AGREEMENT 

 

We will send your proof of ownership to the court. 

 

Make sure you have received the DocuSign and check 

your spam folder as well. 

 

IF YOU STILL DO NOT HAVE IT OR WITH 

QUESTIONS 

CONTACT INVESTMENTS@SANOVAS.COM   

  

  
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   
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7.12.21 Part 8 Sanovas objection instructions to preliminary
approve settlement agreement

Good evening, good evening, everyone. I hope everyone had a great

weekend. As you all know, I did a podcast on Saturday.

I did not do one yesterday because I was seven days straight I gave

everyone a reprieve, Sunday night, and I this is going to be very short. I

really want to thank everyone, because they're really making an effort and

understanding it.

They've got the materials you people are reading and your

understanding, and you're coming to the proper judgement based on what

you've read reading and understanding. So I want to thank you all. But we

can't let up here. We need to get the votes. We need to continue this.

And so, as a result of that, I want to make sure everyone understands.

If you don't vote is going to go for the other side. They're going to take it

as an approval. If you ignore it, or you've forgotten about it, or that you

think it's going to go away, it's going to them as an approval. If you think

I'm not even going to accept the DocuSign and say, I'm just going to block

it out of my mind, you're still giving them that vote.

So, very important that you have to, you have to raise your hand and do

it, if you mean, to approve it

that's a different story, but if you mean, to ignore it, that's a mistake. You

need to, you need to object, because we don't want this happening in the

first place. I don't think it should happen, and we've gone through all the

reasons why.
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So I don't have to go through that, you know, again, but I am thankful for

what everyone is doing, and, again, tomorrow, I'll do a segment a little bit

about the different lawsuits that we have. and kind of give you a wrap up

on them. A lot more.

But it, you know, having said that part of it, if, for any reason, you don't

have that DocuSign - and a few people did not have it, or it was in their

spam, or however, if you did not have it, please - investments at

Sanovas.comwrite us immediately and tell us. We'll get it if you having

some type of problem with your computer, or something along those

lines. Yes, It's really important to let us know right away. So we can help

it. I didn't know that a couple of people, there were three boxes in

there. You know, this is where you have to give a comment of why you

object.

And then why you object, also, to the fee agreement. But there's a third

one in the middle, and that's an optional one, and that that's there to give

you extra space.

And some people, you know, didn't realized about what they needed to do

there. It's just an optional box.

So, if you go, you sign on both of them, you put your, your answer in

above and below, you won't have any issue with that at all.

So, that's, you know, important.

And also, some people thought you have to put the information about

your shares - No, we have made this easy peasy for everybody. Once you

sign it and it's accepted on our side, we're going to submit all the shares
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that you have, all the certificate numbers, everything that the court is

requiring for you to be validated as a shareholder and, and to know what

your intentions are, make, no mistake we're going to do that.

And so, you don't have to do anything. Some people have asked, Should

I do, why do I need to? -No.

So, let's keep this going. I really appreciate this. This was the beginning

of a great week. Let's, let's put this thing away.

And I believe there's a lot of great things to talk about, that this is just a

distraction, to.But we have to put this off our screen sooner than later,

and not have to deal with this again. Give it back to the judge let the

judge deal with it, but the fact is that this is what we need to do. So,

having said that, thanks everyone. Have a great night, will be with you

tomorrow.
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From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 13, 2021 at 10:29 AM 
Subject: 7.13.21 Part 9 - Derivative Lawsuit Ex Parte motion 
To: Hillery Jaffe-Urell <hilleryju@gmail.com> 
 

  

 

  

Dear Hillery,  

  

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN 

 

What is inside this 3-minute podcast 

 

The plaintiffs filed an Ex Parte motion with the court advising 

that I am confusing the shareholders. 

 

That order is attached to this podcast for complete 
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transparency and disclosure. The court's request can be read 

so there is no discrepancy as to its content. Click to download 

 

Moving forward keep sending in your objections. Simply read 

the stipulation, draw your own conclusion, and DO NOT 

IGNORE AS THAT WILL BE COUNTED AS A "YES" VOTE. 

 

To OBJECT:  Just sign THE DOCUSIGN to object to 1) the 

stipulation and 2) the fee agreement and provide your 

comments as to why you object. 

 

TIME IS SHORT AND THERE WILL NOT BE ANOTHER 

CHANCE TO STOP IT. 

  

  
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   
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7.13.21 Part 9 Ex Parte plaintiff petition order and update

Good afternoon, Good afternoon, everyone.

I'm trying to get to all of you earlier.

Time is very, very important to bringing some events on Monday this

week, the plaintiffs petition the court, two and an ex parte motion to

basically state that they feel that I'm confusing people.

And as a result of that, again, the judge looked at it, I indicated to them,

while it is clear of very confusing, anyone just read it, you will see how

confusing it is.

But that's not the point. I'm not looking to confuse anybody.

Never have, I am interested in making sure that you understand that if

you don't do anything, this vote's going to be passed.

If you ignore it, this vote's going to be passed, and you need to read it, so

you can understand it, and digest it, and make a decision if you find it

confusing. That's that's, you see it, You find it. That that's right.

So, I just wanted to, as part of the order, and I've attached the order to

this, actually, podcast. So, you could look at it, but, basically, it's what the

court is requiring me to do. So, I'm doing it, I'm complying, so you can

take a look at what the court has asked me to do and you can read it.

And that's fine. It doesn't change what we're doing.
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Because what we're doing, is, we're not talking about anything, except

the fact that everyone needs to be informed, and everyone needs to know

what's going on. We're gonna continue to do that.

But most importantly, if you don't know what's going on, you're not aware

of what's going on, then you won't possibly be able to come to a

conclusion that makes any sense for you.

And this is way too important for all the reasons we have spoken about

over the last 78 days.

So um, nothing more than that. I just want to let you know, keep up the

good work.

People are sending it in. They understand the DocuSign is a very simple

process. We do send in all of the share information to validate you when

you do it. So you do not have to copy, you do not have to paste, you don't

have to send anything, you need to sign it.

And give the reason why you object, and that's both for the stipulation of

settlement, as well as for the attorney fee agreement.

Again, that's the most important two things you need to do.

Once you've done that, you're all set, you will have objected. If you don't

do anything, they'll get a yes vote and that is not good in the opinion of

the board of directors.
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So having said all that, that is all I wanted to say to you today, I kept it

short and sweet. I'll probably be communicating again later. But you

know, I felt within a few minutes. I could tell you that we, some people

that did have some questions on the format of it, we've, we've responsibly

answered it.

So again, thank you so much for your support, thank you for what you're

doing. But you gotta keep it going, gotta keep it working. We have a very

short window to get this to the court. And that means it has to be collated

printed and put together. So, let's do that.

Everyone, have a great day.
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From: Brian Danitz
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 12:28 PM
To: Nicholas Larson; James Lassart
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger; Eustace de Saint Phalle; Paul Seeley; Richard Friedman
Subject: RE: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working

When was it disabled? 
 

From: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 12:23 PM 
To: Brian Danitz <BDanitz@cpmlegal.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; Paul 
Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com>; Richard Friedman <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working 
 
Brian, 
 
To be clear – the information I received is that the link has been working, but that it was temporarily disabled – so it has 
not been incorrect/not working the entire time.  
 
In regard to the “corrective statements” – I again defer to Paul and Richard, who entered into the ex parte agreement 
with your firm on this issue. 
 
Thanks, 
Nick 
 

From: Brian Danitz [mailto:BDanitz@cpmlegal.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 12:20 PM 
To: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; Paul 
Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com>; Richard Friedman <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working 
 
Nick, 
 
Thank you – we are pleased the link is “fixed” now.  Please let us know when the Company will issue the corrective 
statements that were ordered by the Court. 
 
Brian 
 

From: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 12:17 PM 
To: Brian Danitz <BDanitz@cpmlegal.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; Paul 
Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com>; Richard Friedman <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 



 
Update - The link toward the top of page is now fixed. 
 

From: Nicholas Larson  
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 11:56 AM 
To: 'Brian Danitz' <BDanitz@cpmlegal.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; Paul 
Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com>; 'Richard Friedman' <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working 
 
Brian, 
 
Again, I will let Paul and Richard respond to your email. However, I wanted to give you an update I just received. 
Specifically, it is my understanding that a link on the home page to the documents does exist and is at the bottom of the 
page. The link at the top of the page (that you refer to) apparently does not work at the moment. 
 
Thanks, 
Nick 
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From: Brian Danitz [mailto:BDanitz@cpmlegal.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, July 13, 2021 10:43 AM 
To: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 



Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com> 
Subject: Sanovas - Court Ordered Web Page Link Not Working 
 
Counsel: 
 
Despite the Court’s Order yesterday that the Company issue corrective statements, we are dismayed to see that 
Jerry Katzman persists in sending confusing and misleading messages to shareholders urging them to object to 
the settlement.  In addition, the link that the Company is required to place on its website does not work – it just 
returns to the same home page.  Together with Katzman’s campaign of disinformation, this appears top be a 
deliberate effort to impede and circumvent the Court’s Order granting preliminary approval and ordering that 
the Notice be posted on the website.  Please confirm that you will see that this is fixed immediately – here is the 
broken link – which appears below the fold on the home page (and simply links back to the homepage): 
 

Sanovas Notice to Shareholders - July 8, 2021 [click to view] 

 
 
Brian Danitz (Bio)  
COTCHETT, PITRE & McCARTHY, LLP 
840 Malcolm Road  |  Burlingame, CA  94010 
Tel: (650) 697-6000  |  Fax: (650) 697-0577 
Email: bdanitz@cpmlegal.com 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This email is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 2510-
2521.  This email and any documents accompanying this email contain legally privileged and confidential information 
belonging to the sender.   The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.   If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any 
action in reliance on the contents of this email communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email in 
error, please notify us immediately by telephone or email and permanently delete the email, any attachments, and all 
copies thereof from any networks, drives, cloud, or other storage media and please destroy any printed copies of the 
email or attachments.  Neither this email nor the contents thereof are intended to nor shall create an attorney-client 
relationship between Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP and the recipient(s), and no such attorney-client relationship shall 
be created unless established in a separate, written retainer agreement or by court order.   
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From: "Sanovas, Inc." <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Subject: 7.14.21 VITAL DEVELOPMENT - CRITICAL TIMING - Marin settlement follow up 
only the SOG CAN STOP THIS! 
Date: July 14, 2021 at 12:35:22 PM PDT 
To: Barry Shulman <barry@shulmanassoc.com> 
Reply-To: "Sanovas, Inc." <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
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Dear Barry,  

  

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN 

 

What’s inside this 3-minute podcast 
 
We have a critical new development! 
 
REMEMBER - IF YOU DO NOT VOTE, IT 
COUNTS AS A "YES" VOTE TO THE 
SETTLEMENT   
 
IGNORE THIS & IT'S AUTOMATICALLY 
RECORDED AS A "YES" 
 
ONLY YOU CAN STOP THIS SETTLEMENT BY 
OBJECTING. Time is running out - you need 
to vote !!! 
 
I just spoke with an interested financial party 
that the company has been working with who 
just informed me that they "have no interest 
at this time under the current situation 
involving Gerrans."  
 
If you ignore this chance to object, that will 
likely be the reality moving forward. 

 

Sincerely, 
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Jerry Katzman, MD 
Chairman, President & CEO  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 
name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 
wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 
are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 
instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 
cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 
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7.14.21 CRITICAL TIMING - Marin settlement follow up only
the SOG CAN STOP THIS!

Good afternoon, everyone, good afternoon.

Again, this is going to be a very short, a podcast, but a very important

podcast.

I've mentioned to everyone why I believe and the board believes that this

agreement and settlement is not in the best interest of the shareholders.

And the fact is, people may not be associating the fact that they are

attempting.

They were attempting to link this to all the subsidiaries, which I have told

you on a previous podcast.

I believe is a fatal event because of all the problems associated with

Lowery Gerrans, when Larry Gerrans becomes a 5%, 10%, whatever the

number is.

But being involved as a shareholder in these deals, it is a toxic

environment to even go there.

I've told everyone that I have one particular group that I've been working

with. Now I can't mention it, but it's a fact.

And that group, today, after the first question that came in their mind

Larry Gerrans' F Shares, Larry Gerrans, this whole situation they said,
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listen, I know "on further review we would prefer just call us when you

resolve your issues."

"This is not for us at this moment."

This is exactly what you're talking about people. If you don't see this and

don't understand this there will be no ability for this company to move

forward unless the plaintiffs want to put in millions of dollars, to move this

company forward on their own, and I know they don't. They can't,

because they haven't even supported an election, let alone put any

money in, so they're costing us money, that our situation is costing us

money. And if I sound upset I am, because this is what I've been telling

everyone, we need to get moving. You need to make sure that you object,

...if you don't want to object

that's the response you're going to get every time you raise your hand.

And then you have to come explain Larry Gerrans.

So if you want to put this company in hibernation, you do that. If you

don't, you need to take action. You need to take action now. We need to

do this now!

So please, please, a no vote, OK? A no vote is, is, is something that, if

you don't vote, they're gonna get a yes.

If you ignore this, They're gonna get a yes, and they're counting on that,

they're counting on that, So let's be very clear, here.
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I'm not talking about anything about their aspects of this deal. The way

this deal is set up, right now, it is not in the best interests of the company.

And I don't have to say more about it, I just gave you a fact that occurred

today. And I, I prognosticators that fact, when you're dealing with this

Larry Gerrans issue, I told you, we couldn't get a D and O carrier. I told

you. We lost our paycheck Protection funds. I told you we lost SBA. I told

you

we lost all these things that we could not do because the company

becomes tainted. If you continue to go down this road, there won't be any

company and that's my opinion.

So I'm telling everybody, now, you need to hear me clearly. We need to

nip this in the bud. We need to come forth together. We need to stop this

initiative, and, and send the message to the Court.

Exactly of what this is: a vote for this settlement is not in the best

interests of the shareholders, and not in the best interest of moving this

company forward. And that's really all I really want to say.

I thank you all, I don't mean to spend that much time, but I is a passionate

outreach to you. You need to object and do it now. Thank you.
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From: Brian Danitz
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 1:59 PM
To: Richard Friedman; Nicholas Larson; James Lassart
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger; Eustace de Saint Phalle; Paul Seeley
Subject: RE: Sanovas Corrective Statement

Richard, 
 
With respect, the order is not a corrective statement by the Company.  It is an order.  The issue is further muddled by 
Katzman’s spin which continues to obfuscate and confuse.   I have never seen such a mockery of a court-ordered process 
as is taking place in this case. 
 
Please confirm that the Company will issue a straight forward statement per the court order. 
 
Brian Danitz (Bio)  
COTCHETT, PITRE & McCARTHY, LLP 
840 Malcolm Road  |  Burlingame, CA  94010 
Tel: (650) 697-6000  |  Fax: (650) 697-0577 
Email: bdanitz@cpmlegal.com 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This email is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 2510-
2521.  This email and any documents accompanying this email contain legally privileged and confidential information 
belonging to the sender.   The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.   If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any 
action in reliance on the contents of this email communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email in 
error, please notify us immediately by telephone or email and permanently delete the email, any attachments, and all 
copies thereof from any networks, drives, cloud, or other storage media and please destroy any printed copies of the 
email or attachments.  Neither this email nor the contents thereof are intended to nor shall create an attorney-client 
relationship between Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP and the recipient(s), and no such attorney-client relationship shall 
be created unless established in a separate, written retainer agreement or by court order.   
 
 
 

From: Richard Friedman <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com>  
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 1:51 PM 
To: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>; Brian Danitz <BDanitz@cpmlegal.com>; James Lassart 
<JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; Paul 
Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas Corrective Statement 
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. 

 
Nick, 
 
The order and corrective statement was included and provided to all Sanovas Shareholders in Dr. Katzman’s podcast on 
July 13, 2021 (see e-mail below). 
 



It has also been posted on the Sanovas homepage – see link below: 
 
Sanovas - Go beyond. See beyond. 
 
 
Richard 
 
---------- Forwarded message --------- 
From: Sanovas, Inc. <jkatzman@sanovas.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 13, 2021 at 1:29 PM 
Subject: 7.13.21 Part 9 - Derivative Lawsuit Ex Parte motion 
To: Rick Wyatt <rwyatt@sanovas.com> 
 

  

 

 

 

  

Dear ____,  

  

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN 

 

What is inside this 3-minute podcast 

 

The plaintiffs filed an Ex Parte motion with the court advising 

that I am confusing the shareholders. 

 

That order is attached to this podcast for complete 

transparency and disclosure. The court's request can be read 

so there is no discrepancy as to its content. Click to download 

 

Moving forward keep sending in your objections. Simply read 

the stipulation, draw your own conclusion, and DO NOT 

IGNORE AS THAT WILL BE COUNTED AS A "YES" VOTE. 



 

 

To OBJECT:  Just sign THE DOCUSIGN to object to 1) the 

stipulation and 2) the fee agreement and provide your 

comments as to why you object. 

 

TIME IS SHORT AND THERE WILL NOT BE ANOTHER 

CHANCE TO STOP IT. 

  

  
 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Jerry Katzman, MD 

Chairman, President & CEO   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Audio and Video playback notes: Please note that after you click on the blue link above, you must enter your 

name and email to listen. There is no need to use the Facebook, Linkedin, or Google registrations unless you 

wish to do so. They are simply shortcuts if you choose to use them. If you have a Mac or iPhone or iPad and 

are experiencing trouble opening the audio files, please try using the Google Chrome browser or Firefox browser 

instead of Apple's Safari browser. If you are still experiencing problems opening the audio files, try deleting your 

cookies and browsing history then, refresh your screen and try again. Then reboot.  If that doesn't work, please 

contact LogMeIn support at https://support.goto.com/webinar 

 

Copyright © 2021 Sanovas Inc, All rights reserved. 

You are receiving this email because you are a Shareholding member of the Sanovas Ownership Group 

 

Our mailing address is: 

Sanovas Inc 

1450 N. McDowell Blvd 

Petaluma, CA 94954 

 

Add us to your address book 

 

 

unsubscribe from this list    update subscription preferences  

 



 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
Richard Friedman 
+1 212-634-3031 | direct 
rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com | Bio 
 
SheppardMullin 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York, NY 10112-0015 
+1 212-653-8700 | main 
www.sheppardmullin.com | LinkedIn | Twitter 
  
From: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>  
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 3:35 PM 
To: Brian Danitz <BDanitz@cpmlegal.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com>; 
Richard Friedman <rafriedman@sheppardmullin.com>; Paul Seeley <PSeeley@sheppardmullin.com> 
Subject: RE: Sanovas Corrective Statement 
 
Brian, 
 
I have forwarded your email on to Dr. Katzman and corporate counsel. I am copying corporate counsel on this email as 
well. It is my recommendation that we schedule a call with corporate counsel to discuss. I am not sure as to their 
availability, but I can speak this afternoon and/or tomorrow morning. 
 
Thanks, 
Nick 
 

 

 

 

  

 

Nicholas Larson 
Partner 
1455 NW Leary Way, Suite 400 
Seattle, WA 98107 
Office:  
Fax: 

206.219.2008  
206.489.5101 

 
580 California Street, Suite 1100
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Office: 
Fax: 

415.788.1900
415.393.8087

  

website | bio | vCard | map | email
 

 

 

 

                     See our published articles, presentations, events & other news! 
 
                                            Rated by Super Lawyers Magazine 



 

                                                                   

CONFIDENTIALITY - This e-mail message and any attachments thereto are for the sole use of the intended 
recipient(s) and contains a private, confidential communication protected by the attorney client privilege and 
the attorney work product doctrine. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution of this e-mail is 
strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy
all copies of the original message. Thank you. 

 
 
 
 

From: Brian Danitz [mailto:BDanitz@cpmlegal.com]  
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 12:02 PM 
To: Nicholas Larson <NLarson@MPBF.com>; James Lassart <JLassart@MPBF.com> 
Cc: Tyson Redenbarger <TRedenbarger@cpmlegal.com>; Eustace de Saint Phalle <edesaintphalle@rlslawyers.com> 
Subject: Sanovas Corrective Statement 
 
Counsel, 
 
Per the Court’s Order that was entered on Monday, the Company is required to issue a corrective statement to 
remedy the Jerry Katzman’s confusing and misleading statements about the settlement (“Sanovas shall issue a 
corrective statement to all Shareholders . . .).  Ad of today (Thursday), the Company has not complied with this 
order.  Plaintiffs demand that the Company issue the statement immediately.  If the Company persists in 
ignoring the Court’s order, we will be forced to seek further relief from the Court and will seek sanctions. 
 
 
Brian Danitz (Bio)  
COTCHETT, PITRE & McCARTHY, LLP 
840 Malcolm Road  |  Burlingame, CA  94010 
Tel: (650) 697-6000  |  Fax: (650) 697-0577 
Email: bdanitz@cpmlegal.com 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This email is covered by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Sections 2510-
2521.  This email and any documents accompanying this email contain legally privileged and confidential information 
belonging to the sender.   The information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above.   If you 
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any 
action in reliance on the contents of this email communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this email in 
error, please notify us immediately by telephone or email and permanently delete the email, any attachments, and all 
copies thereof from any networks, drives, cloud, or other storage media and please destroy any printed copies of the 
email or attachments.  Neither this email nor the contents thereof are intended to nor shall create an attorney-client 
relationship between Cotchett, Pitre & McCarthy, LLP and the recipient(s), and no such attorney-client relationship shall 
be created unless established in a separate, written retainer agreement or by court order.   
 
 
Attention: This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you 
received this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any 
attachments.  
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 Objectors Stated Reasons for Objection 
1 21i Gerrans’ will receive compensation or regain control of Sanovas 
2 71ii Shareholders’ Personal Information will be shared with the Voting Trust or 

Gerrans 
3 39iii Gerrans stock, which is subject to the Proxy, is unverified 
4 17iv Four shareholders (the Plaintiffs) will take control of the Company and vote 

the Proxy as they see fit  
5 88v The Trust is Vague, or the Trustees are undefined, or the process by which 

the Trust votes the Proxy is unclear  
6 213vi No reasons stated or objection is unrelated to the Settlement  

 

 
i Adamson, Damian (Tab 3); Ambra, Joy (Tab 7); Balckmann, Carl (Tab 16); Banister, Gary (Tab 18); Baumhueter, 
Susan (Tab 28); Beck, Ralph (Tab 29); Boldrik, Hans Van (Tab 335); Cheever, Barbara (Tab 50); Cheever, Timothy 
(Tab 51); Chesson, Sylvia (Tab 52); Clay, Cindy (Tab 58); Cline, Jeremy (Tab 60); Dailey, David (Tab 74); DeNoble, 
Robert (Tab 80); Esrick, Lawrence (Tab 97); Esrich, Linda (Tab 98); Fenning, Scott (Tab 103); Fergusen, Dennis (Tab 
104); Gaylor, Lori (Tab 113); Kendall, Lloyd (Tab 163); Miclean, David (Tab 218). 
ii Alfano, Angelo (Tab 6); Anicete, Edith (Tab 9); Annoni, Todd (Tab 11); Boneva, MD., Dessislava (Tab 34); Brune, 
Peter (Tab 36); Capocelli, Maria (Tab 44); Chu, Theodore (Tab 57); Craine, Nicole (Tab 66); Criscuolo, Rosemary 
(Tab 68); Cuneo, Loreen (Tab 69); Cuneo, Michael (Tab 70); Cwieka, Charles (Tab 72); Eddy, Jillian (Tab 89); Eggers, 
Richard (Tab 90); Elias, James (Tab 92); Flitner, Michael (Tab 108); Franzman, Mary (Tab 111); Gisonni, Deborah 
(Tab 118); Golub, Eric (Tab 119); Golub, Morton (Tab 120); Gutman, Robert (Tab 128); Han, Lock (Tab 130); 
Hellewell, Leslie (Tab 137); Holbert, Daniel (Tab 143); Hood, Gregory (Tab 144); Janas, Gloria (Tab 154); Kieler, 
Scott (Tab 165); Kouri, Jr., Dennett (Tab 171); Lackey, Angela (Tab 175); LeBlanc, Gary (Tab 181); LeComte, Aaron 
(Tab 182); Lee, Duryea (Tab 183); Lopez, Eugene (Tab 189); Lopez-Rayo, Myra (Tab 190); Lukas, Joseph (Tab 193); 
Martinelli, Regina (Tab 205); McLaughlin, Michael (Tab 214); Mean, Ryan (Tab 216); Milano, Liliana (Tab 221); Mills, 
Julia (Tab 226); Moore, Eric (Tab 231); Ottney, Jay (Tab 252); Pabst, Lawrence (Tab 253); Page, Malcolm (Tab 254); 
Park, Robert (Tabs 258 & 259); Paul, Patricia (Tab 261); Pitzer, Stephen (Tab 269); Rhine, Andrew (Tab 280); 
Richards, Shannon (Tab 281); Richard, Stephen (Tab 282); Rickabaugh, Mark (Tab 283); Schubert, Susan (Tab 296); 
Seymour, Dana (Tab 301); Sheehan, Patricia (Tab 306); Smith, Christopher (Tab 313); Sordelli, Michael (Tab 317); 
Totah, Leila (Tab 328); Turner, John (Tab 332); Tweedie, Philip (Tab 333); Vicini, Susana (Tab 341); Wilhelm, Steven 
(Tab 342); Willis, Kyle (Tab 349); Wilson, Jay (Tab 355); Wilson, William (Tab 356); Wilson-Carter, Lori (Tab 357); 
Worthy, William (Tab 359); Wyatt, Dawn (Tab 360); Wyatt, Pamela (Tab 362); Wyatt, Susan (Tab 364); Yoshizaki, 
Chester (Tab 366). 
iii Alfano, Angelo (Tab 6); Ambra, Joy (Tab 7); Anicete, Edith (Tab 9); Annoni, Todd (Tab 11); Brune, Peter (Tab 36); 
Craine, Nicole (Tab 66); Criscuolo, Rosemary (Tab 68); Cuneo, Loreen (Tab 69); Cuneo, Michael (Tab 70); Eddy, 
Jillian (Tab 89); Golub, Eric (Tab 119); Golub, Morton (Tab 120); Grubbe, Larry (Tab 125); Hartsell, Stefani (Tab 134); 
Holbert, Daniel (Tab 143); Hood, Gregory (Tab 144); Jones, Leslie (Tab 159); Kaliski, Raymond (Tab 161); Kouri, Jr., 
Dennett (Tab 171); Lakatos, Charles (Tab 178); Lakatos, Susan (Tab 179); Leroux, Barbara (Tab 184); Leroux, Jr., 
Albert (Tab 185); Leroux, Rick (Tab 186); Mills, Julia (Tab 226); Moore, Eric (Tab 231); Pabst, Lawrence (Tab 253); 
Park, Robert (Tabs 258 & 259); Paul, Patricia (Tab 261); Picht, William (Tab 267); Rapkin, Amido (Tab 275); Smith, 
Christopher (Tabs 313 & 314); Tweedie, Philip (Tab 333); Vicini, Susana (Tab 341); Wilhelm, Steven (Tab 347); 
Willis, Kyle (Tab 349); Worthy, William (Tab 359); Wyatt, Dawn (Tab 360); Yoshizaki, Chester (Tab 366). 
iv Banister, Jeffrey (Tab 20); Eggers, Richard (Tab 90); Kruger, Curtis (Tab 173); LeBlanc, Gary (Tab 181); Massey, 
Phillip (Tab 206); McIntyre, Jeffrey (Tab 213); Mean, Ryan (Tab 216); Migale, Peter (Tab 219); Migale, Stacey (Tab 
220); Moniz, Stephen (Tab 228); Page, Malcolm (Tab 254); Perez, Aldo (Tab 264); Rickabaugh, Mark (Tab 283); 
Schmidt, Duncan (Tab 294); Tuccori, Dennis (Tab 331); Turner, John (Tab 332); Worthy, William (Tab 359). 
v Akselrod, Dmitriy (Tab 5); Alfano, Angelo (Tab 6); Anicete, Edith (Tab 9); Annoni, Todd (Tab 11); Bargeman, Travis 
(Tab 25); Bates, Gregory (Tab 27); Bertsch, Douglas (Tab 31); Bilse, Jennifer (Tab 32); Blakely, Bruce (Tab 33); 
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Brown, Trina (Tab 35); Brune, Peter (Tab 36); Bruscia, Jeffrey (Tab 37); Buckley, Charles (Tab 38); Casas, Belinda 
(Tab 46); Cesena, Kristine (Tab 47); Chasalow, Fred (Tab 49); Cheever, Barbara (Tab 50); Cheever, Timothy (Tab 51); 
Chesson, Sylvia (Tab 52); Colenbrander, Pieter (Tab 62); Conklin, Randy (Tab 64); Craine, Nicole (Tab 66); Cuneo, 
Loreen (Tab 69); Cuneo, Michael (Tab 70); Cwieka, Charles (Tab 72); Dalli, Joseph (Tab 76); Dunham, Glenn (Tab 
86); Eddy, Jillian (Tab 89); Emrich, Michael (Tab 96); Evans, Ben (Tab 100); Giggey, Kathleen (Tab 115); Gilliam, 
Michael (Tab 116); Gisonni, Deborah (Tab 118); Golub, Eric (Tab 119); Golub, Morton (Tab 120); Granger, Margaret 
(Tab 122); Haysley, Christopher (Tab 135); Hervert, Jan (Tab 140); Holbert, Daniel (Tab 143); Janas, Gloria (Tab 
154); Johnson, Todd (Tab 158); Kendall, Lloyd (Tab 163); Key, Lisa (Tab 164); Kouri, Jr., Dennett (Tab 171); Lakatos, 
Charles (Tab 178); Lakatos, Susan (Tab 179); LeComte, Susan (Tab 182); Leroux, Barbara (Tab 184); Leroux, Jr., 
Albert (Tab 185); Leroux, Rick (Tab 186); Martinelli, Regina (Tab 205); McIntyre, Jeffrey (Tab 213); Miclean, David 
(Tab 218); Milano, Liliana (Tab 221); Mills, Julia (Tab 226); Nissen, David (Tab 247); Ottney, Jay (Tab 252); Pabst, 
Lawrence (Tab 253); Page, Malcolm (Tab 254); Park, Robert (Tab 258); Paul, Patricia (Tab 263); Petruzzelli, Phillip 
(Tab 266); Picht, William (Tab 267); Rhine, Andrew (Tab 280); Rivera, Lisa (Tab 285); Schubert, Susan (Tab 296); 
Seymour, Dana (Tab 301); Sharratt, William (Tab 302); Shea, Marilyn (Tab 304); Sheehan, Patricia (Tab 306); 
Sheldon, David (Tab 307); Skovron, Patricia (Tab 309); Smith, Christopher (Tabs 313 & 314); Sullivan, Moira (Tab 
322); Vicini, Susana (Tab 341); Whalen, Brad (Tab 346); Wilhelm, Steven (Tab 347); Willis, Kyle (Tab 349); Wilson, 
Jay (Tab 355); Wilson, William (Tab 356); Wilson-Carter, Lori (Tab 357); Worthy, William (Tab 359); Wyatt, Dawn 
(Tab 360); Yoshizaki, Chester (Tab 366); Young, Jr., David (Tab 368); Zeiter, Jr., John (Tab 369). 
vi Acciari, Victoria (Tab 1); Acker, Judy (Tab 2); Ahkiong, Tuese (Tab 4); Angel, Jerry (Tab 8); Anicete, Romarico (Tab 
10); Arguelles, Josephine (Tab 12); Atherton, John (Tab 13); Atkinson, Brian (Tab 14); Austin, Christine (Tab 15); 
Banister, Donna (Tab 17); Banister, James (Tab 19); Banister, John (Tab 21); Banister, Katherine (Tab 22); Banister, 
Michele (Tab 23); Barfield, Robert (Tab 24); Baroudi, Fares (Tab 26); Bergholtz, Kelley (Tab 30); Bueno, Amador 
(Tab 39); Buirski, Bredon (Tab 40); Buirski, Samantha (Tab 41); Burdiss, Marti (Tab 42); Camden, Stephens (Tab 43); 
Caprioni, Joseph (Tab 45); Cham, Bessie (Tab 48); Chick, David (Trustee) (Tab 52); Chick, David (Tab 53); Chiesa, 
Anita (Tab 55); Chiesa, Michael (Tab 56); Clay, Kevin (Tab 59); Coates, Paul (Tab 61); Comins, Daniel (Tab 63); Cox, 
Diana (Tab 65); Cresta, David (Tab 67); Cutts, Judith (Tab 71); Daiger, Scott (Tab 73); Dalli, Gregory (Tab 75); Davis, 
Lisa (Tab 78); DeBoest, Dianne (Tab 79); Dickinson, Laurence (Tab 81); Dion, Michael (Tab 82); Doerr, David (Tab 
83); Donovan, Michael (Tab 84); Dunham, Chris (Tab 85); Duran, Louis (Tab 87); Dyer, Timothy (Tab 88); Elderice, 
Charles (Tab 91); Emarine, Michael (Tab 93); Emrich, Linda (Tab 95); Estes, Marc (Tab 99); Farina, Michael (Tab 
101); Fenning, Robert (Tab 102); Ferrari, Richard (Tab 105); Ferrari, Ronald (Tab 106); Flanagan, Christopher (Tab 
107); Frank, Karen (Tab 109); Frankmore, William (Tab 110); Friedman, Murray (Tab 111); Gifford, Marshall (Tab 
114); Gimelfarb, Rita (Tab 117); Gorsuch, Geoffrey (Tab 121); Grayson, Brian (Tab 123); Greenberg, Matthew (Tab 
124); Guillot, Ron (Tab 126); Gunday, Erhan (Tab 127); Gutman, Gretchen (Tab 128); Hansen, Joan (Tab 132); 
Hartley, Derek (Tab 133); Heidinger, Kathleen (Tab 136); Henderson, Barbara (Tab 138); Henry, Anita (Tab 139); 
Hethcoat, Roseanne (Tab 141); Heyn, Herbert (Tab 142); Hooper, Eric (Tab 145); Howard, Erik (Tab 146); Huffman, 
Lisa (Tab 147); Huffman, Rawn (Tab 148); Huffman, Richard (Tab 149); Hughes, David (Tab 150); Jabeen, Rumana 
(Tab 151); Jackson, Isabelle (Tab 152); Jadallah, MD, Adil (Tab 153); Jensen, Gary (Tab 155); Johnson, Drew (Tab 
156); Johnson, Gayle (Tab 157); Joy, Ronald (Tab 160); Kaufman, Lawrence (Tab 162); Kinnear, John (Tab 166); 
Kinnear, Katherine (Tab 167); Kirschner, Carol (Tab 168); Klys, Jacek (Tab 169); Koehler, Camille (Tab 170); Krist, 
Lisa (Tab 172); Kuhns, Michael (Tab 174); Laino, Larry J. (Tab 176); Laino, Larry L. (Tab 177); Laugero, Thomas (Tab 
180); Leslie, Kevin (Tab 187); Lewicki, Barbara (Tab 188); Low, Jonathan (Tab 191); Lucy, Sherry (Tab 192); Lusich, 
Peter (Tab 194); Lusich, Jeff (Tab 195); Macario, Richard (Tab 196); Maddox, Barbara (Tabs 197 & 198); Maffei, 
Aaron (Tab 199); Maffei, Jr., Urbano (Tab 200); Major, Barbara (Tab 201); Manning, Mark (Tab 202); Manning, Tim 
(Tab 203); Marino, David (Tab 204); Matthews, William (Tab 207); McCullough, Frances (Tab 208); McGovern, 
Christopher (Tab 209); McIlhargey, Sally (Tab 210); McIlhargey, Michael (Tab 211); Mcintosh, Walter (Tab 212); 
Mean, Joseph (Tab 215); Meurs, Dorothy (Tab 217); Miles, Nora (Tab 222); Miller, Gabrielle (Tab 223); Miller, 
Jeffery (Tab 224); Milliner, James (Tab 225); Moll, Karl (Tab 227); Moore, Barrie (Tab 229); Moore, Deborah (Tab 
230); Moore, Len (Tab 232); Morgan, Marilyn (Tab 233); Morrison, Elizabeth (Tab 234); Morrison, Marvin (Tab 
235); Mostellar, Margaret (Tab 236); Moudakis, Nick (Tab 237); Mukon, Lisa (Tab 238); Munoz, Datsia (Tab 239); 
Musser, Charles (Tab 240); Nasarallah, Mark (Tab 241); Nass, Steven (Tab 242); Nelson, Rhonda (Tab 243); 
Neumann, Carina (Tab 244); Nicholls, Clark (Tab 245); Nimri, Emad (Tab 246); Nowak, Konrad (Tab 248); Nunes, 
William (Tab 249); Ochoa, Jonathan (Tab 250); O’Hara, Cassidy (Tab 251); Palazzolo, Salvatore (Tab 255); Palmer, 
James (Tab 256); Palmer, Sheila (Tab 257); Paul, Carol (Tab 260); Pelzl, Jr., Michael (Tab 262); Penko, Joseph (Tab 
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263); Perlman, Alan (Tab 265); Pilli, Samuel (Tab 268); Plumley, Scott (Tab 270); Powell, Dianne (Tab 271); Powell, 
John (Tab 272); Powell, Jr. Richmond (Tab 273); Proaps, Andrew (Tab 274); Rapp, Mark (Tab 276); Rayner, Frances 
(Tab 277); Rezaian, Ali (Tab 278); Rheaume, Lori (Tab 279); Reissen, David (Tab 284); Rodriguez, Rachel (Tab 286); 
Rostad, Michael (Tab 287); Rostad, Sandra (Tab 288); Rotella, Marietta (Tab 289); Roy, Brian (Tab 290); Sala, Nestor 
(Tab 291); Sanborn, Stephen (Tab 292); Sato, Dennis (Tab 293); Scheier, Troy (Tab 295); Schultz, Diane (Tab 297); 
Schultz, Greg (Tab 298); Schultz, Kristen (Tab 299); Scoles, Gregory (Tab 300); Shaw, Stacie (Tab 303); Shea, 
Michael (Tab 305); Sherman, Richard (Tab 308); Skucha, Tomasz (Tab 310); Slone, Monique (Tab 311); Slyter, Rick 
(Tab 312); Smith, Christopher (Tab 313); Smith, Ricky (Tab 315); Sockolov, MD., Alvin (Tab 316); Southern, Terry 
(Tab 318); Sowle, Karolyn (Tab 319); Stephenson, Peggy (Tab 320); Suarez, Andrew (Tab 321); Sutter, Steven (Tab 
323); Swart, Diane (Tab 324); Swezy, Susan (Tab 325); Taylor, Donna (Tab 326); Taylor, John (Tab 327); Triscell, 
Isaac (Tab 330); Vacala, Mary (Tab 334); Van Dyke, Carol (Tabs 336 & 337); VandenBosch, Caren (Tab 338); 
Vandroff, Kenneth (Tab 339); Verlarde, Franz (Tab 340); Walsh, John (Tab 342); Waltz, Richard (Tab 343); Wang, 
Frank (Tab 344); Wang, Shaohua (Tab 345); Williamson, Derick (Tab 348); Wilmore, Christopher (Tab 350); 
Wilmore, Elizabeth (Tab 351); Wilmore, Jeffrey (Tab 352); Wilson, Arizo (Tab 353); Wilson, Donald (Tab 354); Wolff, 
Alexander (Tab 358); Wyatt, Eugene (Tab 361); Yam, Mamie (Tab 365); Young, Venetia (Tab 368). 
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Objections to Plaintiffs’ Fee’s Request:  369 

Objections that stated no reason for objection:  336i 

 

 
i Acciari, Victoria (Tab 1); Acker, Judy (Tab 2); Adamson, Damian (Tab 3); Ahkiong, Tuese (Tab 4); Alfano, Angelo 
(Tab 6); Ambra, Joy (Tab 7); Angel, Jerry (Tab 8); Anicete, Edith (Tab 9); Anicete, Romarico (Tab 10); Atherton, John 
(Tab 13); Atkinson, Brian (Tab 14); Austin, Christine (Tab 15); Balckmann, Carl (Tab 16); Bannister, Gary (Tab 18); 
Banister, Michele (Tab 23); Bargeman, Travis (Tab 25); Baroudi, Fares (Tab 26); Bates, Gregory (Tab 27); 
Baumhueter, Susan (Tab 28); Beck Ralph (Tab 29); Bergholtz, Kelley (Tab 30); Bertsch, Douglas (Tab 31); Bilse, 
Jennifer (Tab 32); Blakely, Bruce (Tab 33); Brune, Peter (Tab 36); Bruscia, Jeffrey (Tab 37); Buckley, Charles (Tab 
38); Bueno, Amador (Tab 39); Buirski, Bredon (Tab 40); Buirski, Samantha (Tab 41); Burdiss, Marti (Tab 42); 
Camden, Stephens (Tab 43); Capocelli, Maria (Tab 44); Caprioni, Joseph (Tab 45); Casas, Belinda (Tab 46); Cesena, 
Kristine (Tab 47); Cham, Bessie (Tab 48); Chasalow, Fred (Tab 49); Cheever, Barbara (Tab 50); Cheever, Timothy 
(Tab 51); Chick, David (Trustee) (Tab 53); Chick, David (Tab 54); Chiesa, Anita (Tab 55); Chiesa, Michael (Tab 56); 
Chu, Theodore (Tab 57); Clay, Cindy (Tab 58); Clay, Kevin (Tab 59); Cline, Jeremy (Tab 60); Coates, Paul (Tab 61); 
Colenbrander, Pieter (Tab 62); Comins, Daniel (Tab 63); Conklin, Randy (Tab 64); Cox, Diana (Tab 65); Craine, Nicole 
(Tab 66); Cresta, David (Tab 67); Criscuolo, Rosemary (Tab 68); Cutts, Judith (Tab 71); Cwieka, Charles (Tab 72); 
Daiger, Scott (Tab 73); Dailey, David (Tab 74); Dalli, Gregory (Tab 75); Dalli, Joseph (Tab 76); Dalli, Joseph (Trustee) 
(Tab 77); Davis, Lisa (Tab 78); DeBoest, Dianne (Tab 79); DeNoble, Robert (Tab 80); Dickinson, Laurence (Tab 81); 
Dion, Michael (Tab 82); Doerr, David (Tab 83); Donovan, Michael (Tab 84); Dunham, Chris (Tab 85); Dunhamn, 
Glenn (Tab 86); Duran, Louis (Tab 87); Dyer, Timothy (Tab 88); Eggers, Richard (Tab 90); Elderice, Charles (Tab 91); 
Elias, James (Tab 92); Emarine, Michael (Tab 93); Emrich, James (Tab 94); Emrich, Linda (Tab 95); Emrich, Michael 
(Tab 96); Esrick, Lawrence (Tab 97); Esrick, Linda (Tab 98); Estes, Marc (Tab 99); Evans, Ben (Tab 100); Farina, 
Michael (Tab 101); Fenning, Robert (Tab 102); Fenning, Scott (Tab 103); Ferguson, Dennis (Tab 104); Ferrari, 
Richard (Tab 105); Ferrari, Ronald (Tab 106); Flanagan, Christopher (Tab 107); Flitner, Michael (Tab 108); Frank, 
Karen (Tab 109); Frankmore, William (Tab 110); Friedman, Murray (Tab 111); Friedman, Mary (Tab 112); Gaylor, 
Lori (Tab 113); Gifford, Marshall (Tab 114); Giggey, Kathleen (Tab 115); Gilliam, Michael (Tab 116); Gimelfarb, Rita 
(Tab 117); Gisonni, Deborah (Tab 118); Golub, Eric (Tab 119); Golub, Morton (Tab 120); Gorsuch, Geoffrey (Tab 
121); Granger, Margaret (Tab 122); Grayson, Brian (Tab 123); Greenberg, Matthew (Tab 124); Grubbe, Larry (Tab 
125); Guillot, Ron (Tab 126); Gunday, Erhan (Tab 127); Gutman, Gretchen (Tab 128); Gutman, Robert (Tab 129); 
Han, Lock (Tab 130); Hans, Van Boldrik (Tab 131); Hansen, Joan (Tab 132); Hartley, Derek (Tab 133); Hartsell, 
Stefani (Tab 135); Heidinger, Kathleen (Tab 136); Hellewell, Leslie (Tab 137); Henderson, Barbara (Tab 138); Henry, 
Anita (Tab 139); Hervert, Jan (Tab 140); Hethcoat, Roseanne (Tab 141); Heyn, Herbert (Tab 142); Holbert, Daniel 
(Tab 143); Hood, Gregory (Tab 144); Hooper, Eric (Tab 145); Howard, Erik (Tab 146); Huffman, Lisa (Tab 147); 
Huffman, Rawn (Tab 148); Huffman, Richard (Tab 149); Hughes, David (Tab 150); Jabeen, Rumana (Tab 151); 
Jackson, Isabelle (Tab 152); Jadallah, MD, Adil (Tab 153); Jensen, Gary (Tab 155); Johnson, Drew (Tab 156); 
Johnson, Gayle (Tab 157); Johnson, Todd (Tab 158); Jones, Leslie (Tab 159); Joy, Ronald (Tab 160); Kaliski, Raymond 
(Tab 161); Kaufman, Lawrence (Tab 162); Kendall, Lloyd (Tab 163); Key, Lisa (Tab 164); Kieler, Scott (Tab 165); 
Kinnear, John (Tab 166); Kinnear, Katherine (Tab 167); Kirschner, Carol (Tab 168); Klys, Jacek (Tab 169); Koehler, 
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